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FOR EIGN
LEGION

Players born
abroad, including

the Bucks’ Giannis
Antetokounmpo—

the current leader in
All-Star voting—are

dominating NBA
rosters this season.
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Becoming

the greatest

U.S. skier ever

has taken a

toll, but at 33,

the three-time

Olympian still

has the speed

to make her

last Games

golden

By Tim Layden
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THE
STEELERS
How will

Pittsburgh

handle the

injury to

defensive

leader Ryan

Shazier? You

might just

have to wait

until Feb. 4 to

find out

By Greg Bishop
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ALABAMA VS.
GEORGIA
Two SEC

powerhouses

brought a

backyard

squabble to the

nation in the

college football

championship

at Mercedes-

Benz Stadium

in Atlanta

By Andy Staples
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BOX
In 1989,

Sarunas

Marciulionis

of Lithuania

signed with

the Warriors.

The global

stars who

followed have

transformed

the NBA

By Andrew Sharp
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WEAR AND
WASH
What kind

of beating

does an NFL

jersey take in

a postseason

game? SI

got up close

and personal

with some

uniforms of

the Rams and

the Falcons
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CUONZO
MARTIN
No state has

epitomized the

nation’s racial

divide like

Missouri,

where the

flagship

school’s new

coach is

helping to set a

tone of unity

By S.L Price
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THE
VIKINGS
In Stefon

Diggs and

Adam Thielen,

Minnesota

has two rabid

receivers

who just need

someone—

anyone—to

get them the

damn ball

By Alex Prewitt
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UNNING

back Alvin

Kamara is

turning out to be a

perfect fit with his

new team—and in

his new town. SI TV

spent time with

the Rookie of the

Year front-runner

in New Orleans, as

he toured the city

and detailed his

whirlwind debut

season—that is, when

street performers,

chefs and other

complete strangers

weren’t approaching

the star to express

their appreciation.

Kamara, who’s from

Norcross, Ga., opened

up about why no one

can tackle him, how

much of the game

comes naturally to

him, and his special

connection to the

Big Easy.
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SECOND
CHANCE

SAINT IN
THE CITY

HOW TO
WATCH

Dion Jordan

was selected

by the Dolphins

with the No. 3

pick of the

2013 draft,

but by the

summer of ’15,

suspended for

a failed drug

test, he was

at the end of

his rope. This

week, SI TV

takes you

inside Jordan’s

recovery from

addiction and

his struggle

to get his life

back on track

as, with help

from life coach

and trainer

Tareq Azim, the

defensive end

made his NFL

comeback.

Classic sports

movies and

TV shows,

plus dozens

of hours of

compelling

original

programming:

Watch SI TV

on Amazon

Channels.

NOW ON
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LEADING OFF

O
UTDOOR GAMES have been a staple of the NHL

regular season for a decade now, and the images

of hockey al fresco are familiar: the eye black, the

toque-covered goalie helmets, the coaches trying valiantly

not to look cold in their letterman jackets. So SI photographer

Erick Rasco went looking for a more unique view when the

Winter Classic came to New York’s Citi Field on New Year’s

Day. If the Rangers’ 3–2 overtime win over the Sabres was

memorable, the photos are indelible—and reason to look

forward to the next outdoor game, between the Maple Leafs

and the Capitals in Annapolis, Md., on March 3.

THE
SKATE
OUTDOORS

 PHO T OGR APHS BY ERICK W. R ASCO



THE CITI GA ME
A crowd of 41,821 (the third
smallest in Classic history)

packed the Mets’ ballpark
and rejoiced in New York’s

opening goal by Paul Carey.



LEADING OFF FOLLOW @SPORTSILLUSTRATED



H AV E A N ICE DAY
Rangers center David

Desharnais (51) was eager to
get moving as temperatures
dipped to 20º, chilling those

waiting on a postgame subway.





W ING A N D
A PR AY ER

Despite a defensive
blanket around the

Sabres’ goal, Michael
Grabner slipped a shot

past Robin Lehner to
put New York up 2–0 in

the first period.

FOLLOW @SPORTSILLUSTRATED LEADING OFF
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THE DAMAGE DONE

Greg Bishop’s story

on the NFL’s injury-

plagued season was

excellent, well-written

and informative. It

humanized the pain

that these players

endure for our

entertainment and

reminded me of why

I continue to read

SI—even if I may take

issue with some of the

views presented.

Joe Petrilli

Monroe, N.C.

Kudos to talented

illustrator Andrew

DeGraff for his

fabulous artwork

(above), featured on

the cover and opening

spread of Bishop’s

story. As much as I

enjoyed the article, it

FAREWELLS

While reading your

end-of-year collection

of the important

sports figures we

lost, I was saddened

to see no mention of

the passing of college

and NFL great Tommy

Nobis. Mr. Falcon

may have toiled

for an expansion

franchise stuck in

football irrelevance,

but he deserved to be

remembered for his

contributions on and

off the field. He was a

great football player,

was the illustration

that stayed with me,

like a New Yorker cover.

Katy Curran Casey

Houston

EMBRACE THE FROG

Thank you, Ana Marie

Cox, for sharing your

story and revealing

the importance

of family in times

of difficulties.

Finding a

common bond

with sports—

in this

case, TCU

football—to

assist with the

healing process is

just another example

of the important role

that sports plays in

our lives.

Walter A. Shay

Bushkill, Pa.

and an even greater

humanitarian.

Andrea Laney

Marietta, Ga.

A NEW MODEL

If SI is cutting the

number of issues per

year in half beginning

in 2018, I hope that

means that the yearly

subscription rate will

be cut in half as well.

If not then this is a

not-so-well disguised

doubling of the price.

Michael R. Sherwood

Oakland

EDITORS’ NOTE

A further word on our

frequency change,

to address concerns

some readers have

expressed about

the terms of their

subscriptions. All

SI subscriptions

are based on the

number of issues

received, not on a

specific time frame.

SI is committed to

delivering on its

commitment to

readers and ensuring

that all subscribers

receive the full

number of issues for

which they signed

up. If you have any

questions about

your subscription,

please contact us

at 1-877-747-1045.
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LETTERS
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IF YOU DO NOT WANT THE SWIMSUIT ISSUE

The annual SI Swimsuit Issue will be published in February. If you’re
a subscriber and would prefer not to receive it, call our customer-

service center toll-free at 1-866-228-1175. If you choose not to get
the SI Swimsuit Issue, SI will extend your subscription.

For ad rates, an
editorial calendar or a
media kit email SI at

SIPUBQUERIES@TIMEINC.COM

Letters should include the
writer’s full name, address and
telephone number and may be

edited for clarity and space.
Email: LE T TERS@SI.TIMEINC.COM

To purchase reprints of SI
covers, go to SICOVERS.COM
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HE WAS white and he was

black—except on Sundays,

when he was purple and

his Afro steamed on the Vikings’

sideline. In 1973 the couple built a

contemporary house surrounded

by old homes and hung in it

Warhols—Mao and Marilyn Monroe.

“I got the sense of, Who does he think

he is moving into this neighborhood?”

Diane Page says of her husband,

Alan, linchpin of the Purple People

Eaters and MVP of the NFL in 1971.

“Plus, Chairman Mao was above the

fireplace. I think the mailman thought

we were communists.”

A T  7 2 ,  A L A N P A G E  H A S

C O L L E C T E D  O B J E C T S  O F

I M P O R T A N C E  T O  H I M .

N O N E  A R E  N F L  T R O P H I E S

PURPLE
MEMORY
KEEPER
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Shag carpet ran wall-to-wall.

“Everything,” says Alan, “was burnt

orange.”

By 1988 the Pages had four

children living in that house and a

visiting friend asked, “Why don’t you

have black art on the walls? Where’s

the African-American culture for

your children?”

“And the lightbulb went on,” says

Diane, who began filling the house

not just with art but also hundreds

of artifacts reflecting the African-

American experience. Paintings,

poetry and literature were joined by

colored only signs from Jim Crow

diners. A slave collar. A branding

iron. The canvas banner a family held

as Abraham Lincoln’s funeral train

passed by. One side says, uncle abe

we will never forget you. The

other side, after 153 years, still

reads like a wish: our country

shall be one country.

“These objects are a reminder of

how we got to where we are today,”

says Alan. “Of what went on in

Charlottesville, what’s going on in

Washington, even the protests in the

NFL. When it comes to the question

of removing monuments, there’s talk

about how they reflect our history and

heritage. Well, these objects are our

history and our heritage, and the only

way to understand that is to see it.”

After retiring from his Hall of

Fame football career as a defensive

tackle, Page served on the Minnesota

supreme court for 22 years, until

he was required by law to retire

21⁄2 years ago at age 70. “On the court,

these objects kept me focused on

what was important: ensuring equal

justice,” he says. This week much of

the Pages’ collection goes on display

at the Central Library in downtown

Minneapolis. The exhibit—called

“Testify: Americana From Slavery to

Today”—will run from Jan. 8 to Feb. 6,

as the city braces for the Super Bowl

it’s hosting on Feb. 4. The locals

are cautiously optimistic about the

Vikings. “There’s something about

this team,” concedes Page, who played

in—and lost—four Super Bowls, not

that you’d know it to visit his house.

“Would you like to see the shrine?”

he sighs, descending to the unfinished

basement, lighting the lone bulb

inside a disused sauna

that is knee-deep in

football gear he has

never displayed. Down

here are his Pro Bowl

and Vikings helmets, but

also a white KKK robe,

which he purchased at

the Minnesota State

fairgrounds. He keeps it

in the basement because

it’s too upsetting to

display, but he preserves

it for posterity. Indeed,

Page wore a black robe for

22 years as a kind of anti-

venom. Justice was not

just his title but his goal.

“It’s not about the flag,

not about the anthem,”

he says of the NFL

player demonstrations.

“It’s about justice. The

controversy surrounding

the protest is just a red

herring, a way to avoid

confronting the real

issue. And it makes

me crazy.”

When Minnesota

senator Al Franken

announced he’d resign in

December, Page’s name

was bruited as a possible

replacement. “Doesn’t interest me one

bit,” he says, not least because it would

mean rubbing elbows with some of

the other senators. “You hold hands

with a skunk,” he says, “you come out

smelling like a skunk.”

He did win one recent vote.

Students petitioned last year to

change the name of Ramsey Middle

School in Minneapolis after learning

that Alexander Ramsey, the state’s

second governor, had called for

the extermination of the Sioux

people. And so, by popular student

acclaim, it is now Justice Page

Middle School, fed by three grade

schools—one predominantly white,

one predominantly

black, one composed

predominantly of Somali

immigrants. On many

Fridays, Page himself

stands at the door and

high-fives the kids on

their way in. “I feel like a

rock star,” he says.

With his name

on a school and his

housewares on exhibit,

Page sometimes feels

like one of those Civil

War monuments. “I’ve

felt like a statue almost

from the day I started

playing football,” he

says. “People put you

on this pedestal, and

you find yourself being

talked about when

you’re in the room.”

Nowadays he writes

children’s books

with his daughter

Kamie, a second-grade

teacher. Their latest

collaboration, Grandpa

Alan’s Sugar Shack,

is about the maple

syrup he and Diane

make at their cabin in

northern Minnesota.

Proceeds from the books go to the

Page Education Foundation, which

provides grants to students of color

in Minnesota—$14 million to more

than 6,000 students so far. “Because

the only way we’re going to change

things,” Page says, “is one child at

a time, one classroom at a time, one

school at a time.” ±
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ESSAY

“
T H E S E  O B J E C T S

A R E a  r e m i n d e r

o f  h o w  w e  g o t

t o  w h e r e  w e

a r e  t o d a y , ”  s a y s

a l a n ,  “ o f  w h a t

w e n t  o n  i n

c h a r l o t t e s v i l l e ,

w h a t ’ s  g o i n g  o n

i n  w a s h i n g t o n ,

e v e n  t h e  p r o t e s t s

i n  t h e  n f l .

”
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W H A T  H A P P E N E D  T O T H E  N O T - S O - H O T  S T O V E ? T E A M S  H A V E  T H E I R

E Y E S  O N N E X T  W I N T E R ’ S  D A Z Z L I N G  F R E E - A G E N T  H I T T E R  C L A S S

WAITING GAME

ASEBALL has a pace problem. Sure, there’s the time

between pitches and the lack of balls in play, but in the

dark days of the offseason, we have a more immediate

concern: the Hot Stove has gone cold. Player movement

is slower than Pedro Báez with a man on base.

With six weeks until spring training  no player had

signed a major league deal of longer than three years.

There are many reasons for this inaction: this particular

class of free agents is uninspiring; last winter’s collective

bargaining agreement instituted stiffer penalties for

teams that exceed the luxury-tax threshold; and GMs are

waiting out agents in the hope of finding bargains.

But most of all, next year’s class looks historically

tempting: Bryce Harper, Manny Machado, Josh Donaldson

and Charlie Blackmon will hit the market at 33 or younger,

and Clayton Kershaw, the best pitcher of his generation,

can opt out of his deal. No team wants to spend now, incur

luxury-tax penalties and take itself out of the market.

Teams are pursuing the players they actually care about:

the ones available next year. —Stephanie Apstein

J.D.
mARTINEZ
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Eric
hosmer
1B
Age 28

Lorenzo
cain
OF
Age 31

mike
moustakas
3B
Age 29
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3B

age 25

josh
donaldson
3b

age 32

charlie
blackmon
of

age 31

andrew
mccutchen
of

age 31

jonathan
lucroy
c
Age 31

bryce
harper
oF

Age 25
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F T E R HE R infectiously giddy interviews

and her viral celebration (and accidental

pratfall) upon qualifying for the Winter

Olympics last month, 17-year-old Maame Biney

(pronounced MAH-may BYE-nee) has quickly

become America’s most charming speedskater

since a certain soul-patched glider stormed his

way to gold in Salt Lake City 16 years ago. Now

Biney hopes to follow in Apolo Ohno’s path, to

gold in PyeongChang, where the 2017 world junior

bronze medalist in the 500 meters will become

just the second African-born Winter Olympian to

represent Team USA. (A native of Ghana, Biney

immigrated to Rockville, Md., when she was

five.) SI caught up with the teen phenom about

her newfound fame, being a role model and the

virtues of failing—and falling.

∂ SI: A lot of people really enjoyed your reaction

immediately after you qualified for the Olympics

by winning the 500-meter races at trials. What

was that moment like for you?

MB: When I crossed the line, I didn’t realize that I

made the team. I just was like, “Oh, yeah, I won!

I’m one step closer to making the team.” And then

when I high-fived Anthony [Barthell, the short-

track national team coach], I found out, “Oh! I

made the team!” And I started cheering more and

more. And then I fell down.

∂ SI: Had you thought a lot before about how you

would react?

MB: I didn’t think about what my reaction would be

if I made the team, because I knew it would be really

hard. I was skating against three Olympians, and

we only had three spots, so I was telling myself that

it would be fine if I didn’t make the team. But when

I did . . . I don’t know . . . it was a lot of emotions.

∂SI: What has life been like for you since qualifying?

A

M E E T  T H E  T E E N A G E R W H O  I S

S E T  T O  B E C O M E  T H I S  Y E A R ’ S

B R E A K O U T  O L Y M P I C  S T A R

MAAME
BINEY

IN T ERVIE W BY MI T CH GOLDICH   

PHO T OGR APH BY H ARRY HOW/GE T T Y IM AGES

∑ SHARKS COACH PETER DEBOER,

on the aftermath of a fight between
San Jose center Joe Thornton and
the Maple Leafs’ Nazem Kadri, who
pulled out a fistful of hair from
Thornton’s face in a game on Jan. 4.
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MB: Oh, wow. It’s been a lot crazier than I

thought it would be. A lot of people wanted

to talk to me. All of a sudden my Instagram

and Twitter were blowing up. It’s very

overwhelming, and I’m still getting used to it.

∂ SI: What are you most looking forward to

about the whole Olympic experience?

MB: The opening ceremony. For the 2016

Olympics, I watched it and had chills going

up my arms because I was like, “I want to

be there someday.” And I’m going, which

is awesome.

∂SI: It’s gotten some attention that you’re the

first African-American woman to qualify for the

Olympics in speedskating. What does that mean

to you?

MB: It means a lot to me, and it’s such an honor

for people to look up to me and want me as

their role model. I don’t think of myself as a

role model because I’m 17 years old and still a

kid. But that’s amazing, and I hope to inspire

everyone to go for it.

∂ SI: Who are some of the athletes that you

look up to?

MB: One of them would be [two-time Olympic

gold medalist speedskater] Shani Davis. And

Gabby Douglas, Simone Biles and Serena

Williams. They’re so powerful in everything they

do. They get through the hard things, and they’re

just amazing. I strive to be like them one day.

∂ SI: Have you gotten a chance to meet or talk to

any of them?

MB: I’ve known Shani forever. Last year I had

the chance to talk to Simone Biles over the

phone, and she gave me a lot of advice on how

to get through things like this—media, friends

and how to balance everything. It was really

awesome to get to talk to her.

∂ SI: And what would you say to the people who

are now going to look up to you?

MB: Have fun. Having fun is the best thing you

can do. Also, don’t be afraid to fail. If you fail,

get back up because that’s how you learn, and

learning is awesome. ±

THE DOUBLE A
HARTFORD YARD
GOATS SOLD OUT (AT
$40 PER PERSON)

OFFSEASON GOAT
YOGA CLASSES HELD
AT THEIR STADIUM.
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antic roadshow
THE
NFL

The new, loosened rules on touchdown celebrations inspired plenty of

end zone creativity this season, which we thought should be . . . well,

celebrated. So now, after 17 weeks and careful, studied deliberation,

we present the winners of our inaugural NFL Celly Awards.

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT

IN ADAPTED CHOREOGRAPHY

The Detroit Lions breathed new

life into an old standby, channeling

the famed Radio City dancers for

this holiday-season routine, “The

Rockette Men”—and tearing zero

hamstrings in the process.

AUDIENCE CHOICE AWARD:

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION

Misguidedly pandering to the

crowd at London’s Twickenham

Stadium (it’s a rugby venue), the

Vikings’ Adam Thielen scored on

an 18-yard pass on Oct. 29 and

gave his best “Footie Ball Slide.”

BEST VISUAL EFFECTS

The Packers’ Randall Cobb,

Davante Adams and Jordy Nelson

(from left) transported viewers to

the icy tracks of St. Moritz in their

rendition of “We’re Bobsledding”

after a score in Green Bay’s 35–31

win over the Cowboys in October.

BEST PICTURE

It may have taken a little too

much time to get the whole bit

started, but the Kansas City

Chiefs, in “A Potato Sack Race in

Dallas,” produced the most iconic

celebratory photograph of the

season in Week 9.

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT

IN GROUP DIRECTION

The Philadelphia Eagles, whose

work this season also included

“Hit by Pitch” and “Electric

Slide,” earned the top honor with

this celebration from Week 12,

“Bowling Pins All Fall Down.”
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E WAS OFTEN described as ageless, largely because the

Hall of Fame goaltender kept his birthdate a mystery

for much of his life. When Johnny Bower (born Johnny

Kiszkan) was 15, he first lied about his age in order

to enlist in the Canadian Army during World War II,

claiming his birth certificate had been lost in a fire.

Upon his return to Prince Albert, Sask., four years

later, the only boy in a family of nine—who learned to

play with goalie pads fashioned out of mattresses—

backstopped a season for his hometown junior hockey

team before turning pro and joining the Cleveland

Barons of the American Hockey League. He played for

the New York Rangers in the 1953–54 season, but it

wasn’t until the summer of ’58 that Bower, at age 34

(he would finally reveal his birthdate after retiring),

became a regular NHL starter on Punch Imlach’s

Maple Leafs. Bower played 12 seasons in Toronto,

where he won two Vezina trophies (’61 and ’65), was

named an All-Star four times and helped the Leafs

win four Stanley Cups. Despite battling arthritis and

nearsightedness later in his career, Bower remained a

fixture in the Maple Leafs’ goal well into his 40s. After

a short battle with pneumonia, Bower died Dec. 26 at a

hospital in Mississauga, Ont., at age 93. ±

1924–2017
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T

conscious choice to make. They had

done everything they could and had

still fallen short of what they felt they

deserved. They had every right to be

disappointed. Instead athletic director

Danny White faced a camera and

said simply, “National champions.

Undefeated.”

So UCF took the 40-minute drive

to Disney World. The team spent

Sunday afternoon marching with

Mickey Mouse as a five-deep crowd

roared. The next night the Knights

were presented the keys to Orlando.

The school paid its coaches their

contractual national championship

bonuses and ordered rings. It plans to

raise a national championship banner.

Pundits have spent the week since

quarreling about the merits of UCF’s

claim. Whatever! These arguments

miss the point: This rocks. The

Knights decided not to be disappointed

because this season was not a

disappointment. Two years ago they

went 0–12. This year they won by an

average margin of 22.9 points. UCF

showed that you can control your own

happiness. You must control your own

happiness. In a world full of adults

behaving badly, leave it to college

sports to provide a teaching moment. ±

 BY S T EPH ANIE APS T EIN

ILLUS TR ATION BY T IM MCDONAGH

HE LINE STRETCHING out the

door of your local Simply

Salad and the 40-minute

wait for a treadmill can mean only

one thing: It’s New Year’s Resolution

season. Most of those people will

be off kale and on the couch by the

time the calendar flips to February,

because change is hard. But perhaps

we can all adopt the University

of Central Florida football team’s

resolution: to choose joy.

UCF opened the season as perhaps

the fifth-best team in Florida; it

finished as the only undefeated team

in the FBS. But an American Athletic

Conference title doesn’t carry much

weight with the College Football

Playoff committee, and the team 

found itself in the Peach Bowl—where

it defeated Auburn, which had beaten

both Alabama and Georgia.

The Knights had been critical of

what they saw as disrespect by the

selection committee. But as they

posed with their trophy on New

Year’s Day, their shoulders coated in

white and gold confetti, they had a

THE CASE
FOR . . .
C O N T R O L L I N G  Y O U R

O W N H A P P I N E S S
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W H A T  P A U L  L E V E S Q U E — Y O U K N O W  H I M  A S  T R I P L E  H — C O N S I D E R S

T O  B E  T H E  B I G G E S T  M O M E N T  I N  W W E  H I S T O R Y

RAW  DEAL

L AUGH

UNSPORTSMANLIKE COMEDY

WITH ROB GRONKOWSKI

Showtime on Demand
The Pats’ resident funny guy

hosts a stand-up comedy

showcase, even taking the

mike for a set. Plenty of

laughs, some even at his jokes.

RE AD

ALL-AMERICAN MURDER:

THE RISE AND FALL OF

AARON HERNANDEZ

by James Patterson & Alex Abramovich
The acclaimed novelist turns

the true story of the former

NFL tight end into a page-

turning thriller, out Jan. 22.

WAT CH

AUSTRALIAN OPEN

coverage begins Jan. 14 on ESPN2
Feed your insomnia by

following early rounds of the

Slam Down Under, where

men’s defending champ

Roger Federer goes for

Grand Slam title No. 20.

WATCH

WWE’S MONDAY

NIGHT RAW: 25TH

ANNIVERSARY

Jan. 22 at 8 p.m., USA Network

Former pro wrestling

star and now WWE

executive vp Paul

Levesque remembers 

Stone Cold Steve

Austin’s scuffle

with Mike Tyson on

Jan. 19, 1998:

“Tyson was

probably—

positively or

negatively—

the most

recognizable

face on the

planet: the

‘baddest man

on the planet.’

And you had

our new resident

baddest man on

the planet, Stone

Cold Steve Austin,

whom fans were just

gravitating to in a way

they’d never done

before, walking out

and flipping off Mike

Tyson. That was the

shove heard ’round

the world. It just lit

up a whole different

feeling about

WWE. . . . That was the

start of a moment in

time where everyone

started talking about

what we were doing.”

—Dan GreeneH
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MOM’S SHORT RIB MARINADE

INGREDIENTS

11⁄2 cups pear or

apple juice

1 cup sake (or white

wine)

1 cup mirin
1⁄2 cup brown sugar

1 cup soy sauce

Ground pepper

4 Tbsp. chopped

garlic

10 garlic cloves,

crushed

1 Tbsp. sesame oil

2 Tbsp. grapeseed or

other neutral oil

4 to 5 lbs. short ribs

(or chicken or beef)

DIRECTIONS

In a saucepan,

combine the juice,

sake, mirin, brown

sugar, soy sauce,

about 20 grinds of

pepper, both forms of

garlic, sesame oil and

11⁄2 cups of water.

Bring to a boil then

remove from heat and

set aside to let cool.

Place short ribs in air-

tight container and

pour cooled marinade

over ribs. The longer it

marinates, the more

intense the flavor. The

marinade can also be

used as a glaze.

Recipe courtesy of David Chang of Momofuku. For an
extended version of this recipe, visit SI.COM/EATS.

MICHELIN STAR CHEF, internationally

acclaimed restaurateur and now

Olympic food correspondent, David

Chang—the man behind the Momofuku culinary

empire—will share his insight into Korean cuisine

throughout NBC’s coverage of the PyeongChang

Games next month. Here he discusses his new

assignment, being yelled at by coaches and what

makes the best stadium food.

On the events he’s most excited to follow

I’ll be rooting for fellow Korean-American [snow-

boarder] Chloe Kim, who is on fire right now. But

the sport that I actually want to follow is biathlon

because I tried it once, and it is so goddam hard.

Last year, in Vancouver, we did a cross-country ski

and then practiced shooting—it was obviously a

shortened version—but it gave me insight into how

ludicrously impossible the biathlon is.

On his mission as a food correspondent

A lot of America probably thinks Korean cuisine is

a lot like Chinese and Japanese food; maybe they

lump it all into this pan-Asian category. And what

I hope to show is that it’s distinctly different, that

it has its own history. Food is often the best way to

understand a culture, and now more people care

about food than ever before.

On his greatest athletic achievement

I was a pretty good golfer, good enough to flame

out by the time I was 13. But my greatest athletic

moment was being named all-league at right tackle

my senior year of high school. I mean, let’s put this

into context. This was limited to private school kids

C H E F  A N D  R E S TA U R AT E U R D A V I D

C H A N G  T A L K S  O L Y M P I C S ,  C U L T U R E

A N D  K O R E A N  E A T I N G

SEOUL
FOODIE

around Washington D.C., not exactly top talent.

And the only reason I say that is because I never

thought it would happen—mostly because my

coaches always yelled at me about how bad I was.

On the state of stadium food

It has never been as good as it is now. It’s so

diverse, from sushi to concoctions ramming as

many calories and fat into a single dish as pos-

sible. But I think the benchmark for stadium food

is something that is handheld. And you want to

make sure it’s really good by the time you get it

to your seat. That’s one of the reasons why we

did the chicken sandwich [at Fuku restaurants in

New York’s Citi Field and Madison Square Garden

and Miami’s Hard Rock Stadium] because it travels

really well. And . . . I’m a big fan of anything that’s

a fried chicken product in a stadium. ±

WHAT’S
COOKING
The Korean-

American

chef used the

culinary tour

through the

Olympic host

country as an

opportunity

to reconnect

with his roots.
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T LOOKS like a power drill, moves

like a jackhammer and sounds like a

machine gun, but you won’t find the

TheraGun G2PRO in a hardware store

or an arsenal. The handheld massage

tool ($599, theragun.com) is becoming

increasingly popular in locker rooms

and on sidelines, as athletes turn to

percussive massage therapy for quick

relief for aching muscles.

Powered by a 2,000-rpm

motor, the TheraGun

moves a dense foam ball

attachment back and

forth in a woodpecker-like

motion at a rate of 33–40

times per second. Says

physical therapist David

Reavy, “The vibration is

so fast, you don’t feel

the pain, and the muscle

actually relaxes.”

Easy to use, lightweight and portable,

the TheraGun is not only for recovery.

Athletes, like Celtics guard Kyrie Irving

and Chiefs defensive back Marcus

Peters, have been spotted using it to

loosen up stiff areas before sessions,

and even during competition, to treat

and prevent cramps.

Vibration massage therapy is based on gate control

theory, which holds that a nonpainful stimulus (in

this case, vibration) can suppress the feeling of pain.

“This isn’t really massage—it’s actually tricking your

nervous system,” says chiropractor and TheraGun

founder Jason Wersland.
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∂ BY

JAMIE

LISANTI

While the

TheraGun aims

to provide

targeted,

localized relief,

these other

recovery tools

use vibration

massage

therapy

for a more

widespread

benefit.

PERSONAL
POWER PLATE
The portable

pulsating

surface

($1,495,

powerplate.

com), which

vibrates 35

times per

second, is

said to better

activate

muscles and

improve range

of motion.

HYPERICE
VYPER 2
This vibrating

foam roller

($199,

hyperice.com)

combines

vibration

technology

with myofascial

release

techniques,

featuring three

speeds and a

rechargeable

battery.



ISRAEL LOVEALL

Football

Bagdad, Ariz.

Israel, a senior

quarterback at Bagdad

High, tossed six TD

passes in a 76–40

victory over Salome

to set the national

eight-man record,

with 145. He threw

for 3,749 yards and

59 TDs this season.

In 2016, Israel also

passed for 59 scores

to lead the Sultans to

the Class 1A title.

HANNAH HENRY

Triathlon

Victoria, B.C.

Henry, a freshman at

Arizona State, took the

NCAA championship

in Tempe, Ariz.,

finishing the course in

1:03:34 to edge two

of her teammates.

She was named the

Division I USA Triathlon

freshman of the year.

At the junior world

championships in

2016, Henry came

in 12th.

ANGEL MARTINEZ

Boxing

Rockford, Ill.

Angel, a senior at

Auburn High, defeated

Dante Kirkman by

retirement to win the

Team USA 108-pound

championship. Last

May, Angel earned a

unanimous decision

over Xavier Rodriguez

to take the Golden

Gloves title at 108.

Angel finished second

at the Brandenburg

Cup in August.

TYSON MCGUFFIN

Pickleball

Hayden, Idaho

McGuffin, 27, a

tennis and pickleball

instructor, beat Ben

Johns 11–7, 12–10 to

win the men’s singles

open division in Casa

Grande, Ariz. Last

year McGuffin was

the runner-up at both

nationals and the

U.S. Open. He took the

indoor international

championship

in 2016.

CINDY CHENG

Swimming

Orlando

Cheng, a senior at

Emory, broke the

school record in the

200-yard backstroke,

finishing with a

1:56.63 at the Miami

Invitational. She also

won the 200 (1:47.84)

and 500 (4:51.43)

free. At the Emory

Invitational, Cheng

took the 200 and 500

free and the 100 and

200 back.

UPDATE

FACES IN THE CROWD

new place, same face

When USA Hockey announced the men’s and women’s Olympic rosters

on New Year’s Day, the nation was introduced to many new faces,

especially on the men’s side because the NHL decided it would not

participate in this year’s Games. But to close readers of SI, some should

look familiar. Eight of the 46 U.S. players have been featured in Faces

in the Crowd, either in high school or in college. Highlighting the

list is Troy Terry, a junior forward at Denver, who appeared on these

pages after scoring the gold-medal-winning shootout goal against

Canada in the 2017 world juniors, and goalie Nicole Hensley (right),

who backstopped the women’s team to gold at the worlds last April.

And familiar Faces are not limited to Team USA; two Canadian

women—forward Meghan Agosta (Feb. 21, 2011) and goalie Ann-Renée

Desbiens (Nov. 21–28, 2016)—have also appeared.

 NAME POSITION DATE IN FACES

Matt Gilroy defense Jan. 26, 2009

Monique Lamoureux-Morando defense March 9, 2009

Jocelyne Lamoureux-Davidson forward March 9, 2009

Kelly Pannek forward Feb. 13, 2012

Amanda Kessel forward Jan. 28, 2013

Nicole Hensley goalie March 14, 2016

Troy Terry forward Jan. 23, 2017

Cayla Barnes defense Jan. 30, 2017
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FACES

Edited by JEREMY FUCHS

NOMINATE NOW
To submit a candidate for Faces in the

Crowd, email faces@simail.com

For more on outstanding amateur
athletes, follow @SI_Faces on Twitter.
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IN A MEMORABLE EVENING IN SPORTS 
on December 5, 2017, at the Barclays 
Center in Brooklyn, New York,  
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED honored the 2017 

Sportsperson of the Year recipients and recognized 
the heartening acts of a few select “Athletes Who 
Care”, who have transcended their sport and used their 
platforms to help others through charity and activism in 
an effort to make the world a better place.
 
Entertainment personality and NFL Hall of Famer 
Michael Strahan presented the title award  
to Houston athletes J.J. Watt of the Texans and  
José Altuve of the World Series champion Astros, 
while calling attention to their outstanding contributions 
to the Houston community. Comedian Trevor Noah 
honored Colin Kaepernick with the third SI Muhammad 
Ali Legacy Award for inspiring a national conversation 
and speaking his truth. Philadelphia 76ers center 
Joel Embiid was presented the Rising Star of the Year 
award from Questlove. SPORTS ILLUSTRATED’s  
Maggie Gray honored multiple WNBA champion and 
Minnesota Lynx star Maya Moore with the Performer 
of the Year Award, recognizing the sports luminary 
for using her status in a noble pursuit of social justice. 
Mayor of San Juan Carmen Yulin Cruz, presented 
World Series champion and former Houston Astros 
star Carlos Beltran with the inaugural Hope Award 
for his efforts to help his native Puerto Rico rebuild 
after Hurricane Maria. SI KIDS SportsKid of the Year, 
Bunchie Young, was honored onstage, where he 
shared his many ambitions for sports and charity.
 
Joel McHale hosted the awards ceremony – which 
was later aired nationally on NBC Sports Network and 
the Univision Deportes Network – in front of a 
star-studded audience of more than 400 guests and 
VIPs. Following the show guests enjoyed an after party 
where music was spun by DJ Mick.
 
Thank you to our 2017 Sportsperson of the Year partners 
for joining us in celebrating excellence in sports on and 
off the field: Gatorade, Jack Link’s, Reebok, 
Samuel Adams and Symetra.

FOR MORE SI EVENTS AND PROMOTIONS FOLLOW @SI_OVERTIME

THE STAGE IS SET FOR THE SPORTSPERSON OF THE YEAR AWARD SHOW

SI SWIMSUIT MODELS CAMILLE KOSTEK AND  
HUNTER MCGRADY POSE WITH JACK LINK’S SASQUATCH

MAYA MOORE, RECIPIENT OF THE PERFORMER 
OF THE YEAR AWARD, PRESENTED BY  
JACK LINK’S, WALKS THE RED CARPET

HONOREES AND PRESENTERS GATHER FOR A PHOTO FOLLOWING THE SHOW (LEFT TO RIGHT):  
TIME INC. PRESIDENT & CEO RICH BATTISTA, SI NOW HOST MAGGIE GRAY, MAYA MOORE, J.J. WATT,  
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IT  TA K ES

TUA
A BOLD COACHING DECISION. A FURIOUS SECOND-HALF

COMEBACK LED BY A TRUE FRESHMAN. A STUNNING MISSED

FIELD GOAL. A MIRACLE OVERTIME TD PASS. THE CRIMSON TIDE

HAD TO DIG DEEPER THAN USUAL TO BEAT GEORGIA AND WIN

COACH NICK SABAN’S RECORD-TYING SIXTH NATIONAL TITLE

W A L K - O F F  C A T C H
A perfect 41-yard spiral from Tagovailoa
to Smith (above) won it for the Tide.
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backward. Bellamy dived and missed,

but teammate Jonathan Ledbetter

joined the pursuit. Tagovailoa kept

backpedaling. Tagovailoa scrambled

the wrong way so long that Bellamy

had time to get up, chase again and

sack him for a 16-yard loss.

But the great thing about freshmen

is, they don’t know what they don’t

know, and Tagovailoa didn’t seem to

grasp that the sack was supposed to

doom his team. As Tagovailoa caught

the next snap, on second-and-26 from

the 41, another Alabama true fresh-

man rocketed off the line of scrim-

mage down the left sideline. DeVonta

Smith had seen the Bulldogs playing

Cover 2. He knew he had a chance.

Leatherwood blocked Bellamy. This

time Tagovailoa stepped up in the

pocket and saw Smith spring open.

He cocked and threw.

Confetti rained moments after

Smith crossed the goal line with the

ball in his hands. “OH, MY GOD,”

Alabama center Bradley Bozeman

screamed as tears streamed down

his face. Bozeman  then celebrated

Alabama’s 26–23 win by proposing

to girlfriend Nikki Hegstetter on the

field. (She said yes, so both halves of

the couple earned rings in Atlanta.)

Moments later Leatherwood sat on

a bench and stared at the roof of

Mercedes-Benz Stadium. “It feels like

a dream,” he said as the first bars of

“Sweet Home Alabama” played.

With his sixth national title—five at

Alabama and one at LSU—Saban tied

Alabama legend Paul (Bear) Bryant

for the most ever won by one coach.

Saban had to guide the Tide through

injuries, through uncertainty created

by a regular-season-ending loss that

almost derailed the Tide’s playoff run

before it began and, finally, out of a

13–0 halftime hole in the champion-

ship game that seemed too deep for

an offense that gained all of 94 yards

in the first half. The moment called

for a drastic—or desperate—move,

and Saban had one up his sleeve. He

pulled Hurts, who had gone 25–2 as

a starter, and took a leap of faith on a

18-year-old southpaw who a year ago

was a high school senior in Hawaii

and who had thrown just 53 passes

in his college career, most of them

in blowout-win mop-up duty. “We

needed a spark on offense,” Saban

said after the game, which Tago-

vailoa finished 14 for 24 passing for

166 yards and three touchdowns. “Tua

certainly gave us that.”

Bryant’s six titles were spread over

25 seasons at Alabama. After winning

his first with LSU in 2003, Saban has

won five with the Tide in just 11 sea-

sons in Tuscaloosa. But to win this

one and pull even with the ultimate

Tide legend, Saban had to give his

team his best coaching job.

B
EAR BRYANT watched

Alabama’s practices from

atop a tower. On the rare

occasions he descend-

ed, players braced themselves for a

tongue-lashing. After Saban dons

his straw hat before each practice,

he climbs no steps. He participates

HE HELD his headset in his hands, and if he hadn’t needed it, he might have thrown

it all the way from Atlanta to Tuscaloosa. Alabama coach Nick Saban had put the ball

in the hands of a backup true freshman quarterback (by choice). That quarterback was

protected by a true freshman left tackle (by necessity). Now, down three in overtime

of the national title game, those two had produced a disaster.

Tackle Alex Leatherwood had replaced injured starter Jonah Williams in the third

quarter. Leatherwood had played well until Alabama’s first offensive snap of overtime,

when he let Georgia linebacker Davin Bellamy slip past. Bellamy chased Crimson Tide

quarterback Tua Tagovailoa, who had replaced starter Jalen Hurts to start the second half,
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NICK OF TIME
Down 13–0 at
halftime, Saban
turned to Tagovailoa,
a true freshman who
completed six of 10
passes for 71 yards
and a touchdown in
the fourth quarter.



as actively as his players. In Bryant’s

era, players knew a tongue-lashing

was coming when they heard the

chain that blocked the entrance to

the tower clang off the tower’s metal

piping. In the Saban era, one of the

coach's famous “a-- chewings” can

come at any moment.

Need to locate Saban at the start of

an Alabama practice? Find the corner-

backs. Alabama defensive coordinator

Jeremy Pruitt, who served as the Tide’s

secondary coach from 2010 to ’12 (and

will be head coach at Tennessee next

season), once joked, “Everybody in

the country knows who Alabama’s

DBs coach is, and that’s Nick Saban.”

The truth is that Saban, who was a

defensive back at Kent State, doesn’t

always act like the DBs coach dur-

ing practice. Sometimes he acts like

the graduate assistant who works

for the DBs coach. Five days before

the championship game in Atlanta,

Saban ran cornerbacks through agil-

ity drills during a practice. Then he

grabbed a football and threw passes

for those corners to intercept. (At 66,

the former high school quarterback

can still spin it.) Other coaches have

gravitated toward a pure CEO role

as they’ve aged. Saban refuses to

disappear into football’s version of

an ivory tower. “I enjoy the game—

the X’s and O’s, the technical part,

being involved at practice,” he says.

“I haven’t separated myself.” Says

Pruitt, “If they didn’t let him coach

the corners anymore, I think he’d

quit. So I think they’ll let him coach

the corners as long as he wants.”

This helps on a micro level and on

a macro level. With a field-level view

Saban can see if a linebacker is strug-

gling to read his keys and can correct

the problem immediately. Seeing the

fine details on a daily basis also helps

Saban see the big picture. That’s how

he has adapted more quickly than

some of his peers who’ve failed to keep

up with schematic changes. “You’re

there to see the flaws,” he says. “You’re

a part of quality control. You’re not

depending on somebody else to tell

you, ‘This isn’t working anymore.’ ”

In the early 2010s, when Alabama

struggled against run-pass option

(RPO) plays, which allow the quarter-

back to decide after the snap whether
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he’ll throw, hand off or keep the ball

and run, Saban could see the problems

on the practice field. He anticipated

that his team would have problems

when it faced Johnny Manziel and

Texas A&M in 2012 and when it faced

the breathless Oklahoma offense in

the Sugar Bowl after the 2013 sea-

son. It did, as both opposing teams

outplayed the Tide defense in a pair

of losses for Alabama. But because

Saban spotted the problems early,

help was on the way. The Tide had

begun recruiting lighter defenders

to match up with higher-tempo of-

fenses. The 2009 national title team

started 365-pound Terrence Cody

at nosetackle. The 2012 title team

started 320-pound Jesse Williams.

The 2017 team started 308-pound

Da’Ron Payne, who is so nimble that

he intercepted a Kelly Bryant pass and

caught a touchdown pass as an H-back

in the Sugar Bowl against Clemson.

The linebackers and the safeties also

got smaller. Meanwhile, Saban or-

dered his assistant coordinators to

add RPOs into Alabama’s offense and

to recruit a mobile QB who could run

them effectively. Enter Hurts, a high

school powerlifting standout from

Texas who in 2016 became the first

true freshman to start at quarterback

at Alabama in 32 years. “The game is

constantly changing,” Saban says. “So

you have to change with it.”

But how much longer will Saban be

willing to adapt? It’s human nature

to become resistant to change, but

this tendency doesn’t seem to apply

to him. Rules have been passed to

thwart advantages Saban creates,

and he has adjusted. When the NCAA

banned head coaches in 2008 from

visiting high schools to watch prac-

tice during the spring evaluation pe-

riod, Saban became one of the first

coaches to use video conferencing to

talk to recruits. After coaches at other

schools complained about Saban’s

roster-management techniques, the

SEC changed the rules that govern

how many recruits a school can sign

each year. Saban wouldn’t be able to

erase his recruiting mistakes so eas-

ily by persuading them to transfer

and simply signing more players to fill

their spots. When the league passed

the new rules in 2011, Alabama had

just signed the nation’s No. 1 recruit-

ing class, according to the 247Sports.

com composite rankings. Alabama’s

next six recruiting classes also ranked

No. 1 in the nation, and the Tide won

four SEC titles and three national

titles during that span.

How has Saban kept complacency

at bay? “I’m never satisfied,” he says.

“My greatest fear professionally is

that we might lose the next game.”

That pressure comes from within.

“It’s not because of the fans. It’s not

because of the expectations,” he says.

“I want to do the best job I can to help

our players have the best opportu-

nity to do that. I hate the feeling you

have when you lose, but I also hate

the feeling that you have when you

didn’t do a good job for your play-

ers.” That fear strikes every day. Even

though no coach in history has won

more titles than Saban, even though

a contract-extension signing bonus

pushed his salary to $11.125 million

for 2017, he still coaches like a man

who thinks he could be fired at any

moment. “When I get to where I don’t

feel that way anymore,” he says, “I

would rather call it quits than to be

satisfied watching it go down.”

That would be a dark day in Tus-

caloosa, but given Saban’s age and

accomplishments, it’s now legitimate

to ask when that will happen. Will

he coach his way past Bryant in the

record books? He only needs one more

title. But there’s reason to believe that

winning championships is only going

to get more difficult for a coach who

has made winning titles look so easy.
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GAME CHANGERS
Another true freshman, Harris (22),
ran for a team-high 64 yards; a
third-quarter interception by
Davis (99) led to a field goal.
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If the next one is as difficult to win as

this one was, it may take a while. Or

it may not come at all.

All those top-ranked recruiting

classes should render a team immune

to rotten injury luck, but Alabama’s

linebacker depth chart following a

season-opening 24–7 win against

Florida State suggested otherwise.

Outside LBs Christian Miller (biceps)

and Terrell Lewis (elbow), injured in

the season opener, were lost until late

November. Outside linebacker An-

fernee Jennings (ankle) and inside

linebacker Rashaan Evans (groin)

missed games in September. The list

only grew longer. Freshman Dylan

Moses missed the Colorado State game

with a concussion. Outside linebacker

Jamey Mosley missed the Ole Miss

game because of an illness. Middle

linebacker Shaun Dion Hamilton

broke his kneecap against LSU and

was lost for the season. In that same

game LB Mack Wilson sustained a

foot injury that would require surgery.

Despite a pessimistic initial prognosis,

Wilson didn’t miss the rest of the sea-

son and returned an interception for a

TD in the Sugar Bowl. That was for-

tunate, because Moses—who excelled

while replacing Wilson in November—

was lost for the playoff after suffering

a foot injury at practice in December.

Then Jennings went down with a sea-

son-ending knee injury in the fourth

quarter of the Sugar Bowl.

“It was kind of like, this is ridicu-

lous, man,” says Evans, who wound up

splitting time calling defensive align-

ments with Wilson. “I’ve never had so

many people get hurt in one season.”

Those injuries made Alabama look

different than it had in years. At times

down the stretch the Tide looked

downright . . . normal. They squeaked

out a 31–24 win at Mississippi State.

Two weeks later the top-ranked Tide

headed to Auburn—where the Tigers

had creamed No. 1 Georgia 40–17. Au-

burn manhandled Alabama in a 26–14

win, and suddenly the Tide’s chances of

reaching a fourth consecutive playoff

seemed slim. For the first time nei-

ther Saban nor his team had any con-

trol over the Tide’s playoff chances.

The Tide also had a brewing issue

at quarterback. Though the Auburn

loss was only the second for Hurts as

a starter, he averaged only 5.1 yards

per pass attempt. Hurts also carried

18 times for 82 yards. Alabama’s

deep stable of backs combined for

only 19 carries that day, even though

the group averaged 6.8 yards a carry.

After the loss the drumbeat grew loud-

er for Tagovailoa, who looked like the

better passer in limited action. Could

the offense run more smoothly with

Tagovailoa throwing downfield and

the backs handling the bulk of the

running?

The day after they returned to

Tuscaloosa, Alabama players lifted

in the weight room and sprinted on

the field. They couldn’t control their

fate, but they’d be ready in case the

playoff selection committee decided to

place them in the bracket. “Whether

we made the playoff or not, it didn’t

do any harm to be working hard,” left

tackle Williams says. “We could have

played in the Buttermilk Bowl. It still

would have been beneficial.”

Alabama’s actual bowl destination

would be much sweeter.

Shortly after Ohio State made its

case by beating Wisconsin for the

Big Ten title on the night of Dec. 2,

Saban, reduced to an unfamiliar role,

called in to ESPN. He would rather

have coached a football game that

day, but the loss to Auburn had re-

duced him to politicking for a play-

off spot. ACC champ Clemson, SEC

champ Georgia and Big 12 champ

Oklahoma were most likely in the

field. The selection committee’s

choice at No. 4 came down to Ala-

bama, which was 11–1 and hadn’t

even won its own division, and Ohio

State, which was 11–2 but had been

beaten 31–16 at home by Oklahoma

in September and pounded 55–24

at Iowa in November. “If we lost to

a team in our conference that was

not ranked by 30 points, we wouldn’t

be having this conversation,” Saban

told SportsCenter host Scott Van Pelt.

“You wouldn’t even be talking to me.”

Later that morning the members of

the selection committee agreed with

Saban. They chose Alabama as the

No. 4 team and sent the Tide to face

No. 1 Clemson in the Sugar Bowl in

a rematch of the teams that had split

the previous two national champion-

ship games. The first two meetings

were classics. The Alabama defense

sucked the life out of the third, with

a smothering performance over the

Tigers in a 24–6 win. The Tide,

who had averaged 2.6 sacks a game,

sacked Clemson QB Bryant five times.

Alabama had made the top seed in
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the playoff look average, and the Tide

would get a chance to win a second

national title in three seasons.

But to do it, Saban would have to

beat the man who had been one of his

top lieutenants and the program that

had emerged as the greatest potential

threat to Alabama’s dominance.

G
EORGIA HEAD coach

Kirby Smart had helped

Saban win four national

titles as Alabama’s defen-

sive coordinator. He knew the Tide’s

roster intimately, and he knew all of

Saban’s tendencies. And Smart put

together a brilliant game plan to stop

the Alabama offense in first half of the

national championship game. With

his own true freshman quarterback

(Jake Fromm) humming, Smart just

needed his Bulldogs to hunker down

for another half to collect his first na-

tional title. But Tagovailoa’s entrance

changed everything.

“When Coach Saban sees some-

thing. . . ,” receiver Calvin Ridley

said after the game. Saban sensed that

minor halftime adjustments wouldn’t

help the Tide offense. Hurts had com-

pleted only three of eight passes for

21 yards. Something had to be done.

Tagovailoa had expected to play in

the Sugar Bowl but didn’t leave the

sideline. “We had this in our mind

that, if we were struggling offensively,

we would give Tua an opportunity,”

Saban said. “Even in the last game.”

Tagovailoa was ready. So was fel-

low freshman Najee Harris, a jumbo

tailback who had carried only 55 times

entering the title game but led Ala-

bama in rushing with 64 yards on six

carries. On Tagovailoa’s second drive

he completed three consecutive passes

to Henry Ruggs III (another fresh-

man), including a six-yard TD pass.

An 80-yard Fromm-to–Mecole Hard-

man TD pass to make it a 20–7 game

didn’t faze Tagovailoa, who led two

FG drives and hit Ridley for a seven-

yard score to tie the game 20–20 with

3:49 remaining. Alabama was set to

claim the title with a 36-yard field

goal as regulation expired, but Andy

Pappanastos’s kick sailed wide left.

The Process took over. Play the next

play, Tide players told one another.

Even after Georgia’s Rodrigo Blan-

kenship booted a 51-yard field goal in

OT and Tagovailoa took that sack on

the next play, the Tide wouldn’t quit.

“I hope you take something from this

game,” Saban told his team in the lock-

er room afterward, “and the resiliency

that you showed in this game helps you

be more successful in life.”

Saban’s success is undeniable.

The question now is where this title

ranks. The only way to know is to

ask those who know him best. “No.

1,” says Terry Saban, who met Nick

at science camp as schoolchildren

in West Virginia and married him

46 years ago. “Of course.”

Alabama strength coach Scott

Cochran, Saban’s consigliere since

he arrived in Tuscaloosa, agrees. “No

doubt, for him to put 13 [Tagovailoa]

and put 22 [Harris] in. Think of all

that and all the distractions and all

of the injuries, and he’s on that stage

holding that trophy.”

Again. ±

TITLE WAVE
Hurts was a strong supporter for
his replacement (left); in the end
they both helped Saban leave the
field in Atlanta tied with Bryant.
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JUST AS THE NEW-LOOK

P I T T S B U R G H  D
WAS PEAKING, ITS SPIRITUAL

AND TACTICAL LEADER WENT
DOWN. HOW WILL THE STEELERS

HANDLE RYAN SH AZIER’S
CAREER-THREATENING INJURY?

YOU M AY H AVE TO WAIT UNTIL
FEB. 4 TO FIND OUT
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THE WEEK before the injury that changed everything, Mike

Mitchell leaned against a wall outside the locker room at the Steelers’

practice facility. This was early December. His team was 9–2 and

Pittsburgh’s resident free safety–free spirit had a lot on his mind.

Like: His closest friend, Ryan Shazier, should be recognized as

“the best middle linebacker in football.” And: The Steelers’ defense

should be taken more seriously. “Keep focusing on the offense,”

he said. “We’re going to keep holding you to 14 points.” And then

this: “I’m just gonna say it. We’re gonna win the Super Bowl.”

His defensive teammates concurred. All anyone noticed was

the Steelers’ star-studded offense—Ben Roethlisberger, Antonio

Brown, Le’Veon Bell. . . . But, they pointed out, the front office

had transformed their unit since 2014, when Pittsburgh used the

15th pick on Shazier, now the most beloved player on the team.

Everything they did—and everything they would do—revolved

around him.

Another point of agreement: Because they had found a defensive

anchor in Shazier (and more balance overall), they were better

positioned to topple the Patriots in the AFC and add a seventh

Lombardi Trophy to their already crowded case. In each of the

past three seasons they had advanced one round deeper into

the playoffs, losing to New England 36–17 last January in the

conference championship game. And in each of the past four

offseasons they reinforced their defense, drafting seven starters

in the first three rounds.

When Mitchell addressed his nephew’s high school basketball

team last March, he told them, “I still don’t sleep well, thinking

about Tom Brady.” And, back in the hallway, he said that hadn’t

changed. “I’d be lying now if I said otherwise,” he said. “Look,

the Patriots are the benchmark. That’s the team we’re going to

have to knock off if we want to win the Super Bowl.”

T
HREE DAYS before the Steelers played

at Cincinnati on Monday Night Football in

Week 13, Shazier walked into an other-

wise empty defensive meeting room at

8:30 a.m. He settled into a leather chair in the

front row, unleashed a waterfall of syrup upon

a pile of French toast, cracked a lime sports

drink and cued up film of a Week 7 game against

the Bengals on a 20-foot-tall projection screen.

Digging into his breakfast, he used his free hand

to hit pause. “There,” he said, aiming a red

laser pointer at running back Joe Mixon, jump-

cutting from Shazier’s grasp. That’s how Mixon

gets free—but this time Shazier would be ready.

This time. Those words would mean one thing

on this random Friday morning, and something

far more haunting three days later.

The film ran as Shazier finished his syrup

soup. A reporter pointed out that 31 of 51 Super

Bowls have been won by teams with top five

scoring defenses, and that the last time a No. 1

scoring offense prevailed was way back in
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SHAZIER WAS SO YOUNG AND OPTIMISTIC AND

SELF-ASSURED, THISCLOSE TO THE RING HE HAS COVETED.

“This year just feels different,” he said.
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2009. (On this day Shazier’s D ranked fourth

in scoring with 17.5 points per game; the of-

fense, struggling, was 10th, at 22.6.) “Defense

matters,” Shazier said. “And we haven’t even

played truly great football yet. Like, I dropped

three picks already this year.”

Teammates trickled into the meeting room

and settled into the back row, away from

Shazier, who lobbed playful insults their way.

The linebacker lamented tackles missed and

big plays surrendered, but this, he said, was

the closest team he had ever played on. These

guys would overcome anything.

Shazier, 25, was so young and optimistic and

self-assured, thisclose to the ring he has coveted.

“This year just feels different,” he said.

E
VERYTHING CHANGED in the first

quarter on Dec. 4. Shazier was attempting

a routine tackle on Cincy wideout Josh

Malone when he slammed into Malone’s

thigh, largely with his right shoulder, and fell

to the ground, clutching at his back. He didn’t

move his legs, and his teammates’ faces filled

with the kind of dread rarely seen on an NFL

field. Mitchell, in street clothes nursing an ankle

injury, ran to his side. “Bro! Yo, what’s up?” he

yelled. “You all right?”

Tears streamed down Shazier’s cheeks as he

kept repeating, “I can’t feel my legs.” Mitchell had witnessed team-

mates break ankles, shred ACLs, wobble after concussive hits—but

never anything like this. In the aftermath, inside linebacker Vince

Williams (who also calls Shazier his best friend) took over the play

calls. “I don’t think Vince stopped crying until after halftime,”

Mitchell would later say—“and that’s one of the most gangster

dudes on the team. People had to grab him by the face mask and be

like, ‘Yo, you’re the middle linebacker now. You can’t be sniffling.’ ”

Shazier went straight to the University of Cincinnati Medical

Center and was transferred two days later to a Pittsburgh facility,

where he underwent spinal stabilization surgery. Details of his

condition remain closely guarded, per his wishes, which only fuels

speculation. Several Steelers told SI last month they simply hoped

Shazier would walk again, which indicates there’s a possibility that

he may not. Last week came word, through WPXI-Pittsburgh, that

Shazier was slowly regaining feeling in his legs, but it’s too early

to say anything about his long-term future.

In December, Mitchell visited Shazier in the hospital weekly,

and the two men laughed about the first time they met, how

Shazier asked Mitchell to mentor him and started that conversa-

tion: “I want to be a Hall of Famer.”

“I was watching that guy barely be able to sit up in a bed,” Mitchell

says. “He’s got RJ, his little boy, and I want him to be able to run

and play with him.”
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SELFIE-ADJUSTMENT
Pittsburgh’s front office, hot on the Pats’ trail, shaped the
D into a picture of success. Since 2016 the Steelers have
allowed 19.8 points per game, seventh in the NFL.
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 Of far less importance, Shazier’s injury has extensive implications

for the Steelers. Their goals—beat the Patriots, win Super Bowl LII—

remain unchanged, and their defense still revolves around a pas-

sionate 25-year-old inside linebacker. Just not in the same way.

Shazier’s injury divided Pittsburgh’s season into two parts: what

they did with him, and what they’ll do for him.

“I believe we’re going to win it now even more,” Mitchell says.

A
S SHAZIER lay on the turf, defensive end Cam Heyward

didn’t know what to do. “Get up, get up, get up,” he said, grip-

ping Shazier’s right hand tightly, trying to calm him. The rest

of the game unfolded in a haze, with Heyward trying to rally

shaken teammates. “We have to win for Ryan,” he told them. “Ryan’s

going to be O.K.,” he said, not knowing if that was actually true.

In the weeks that followed, Shazier’s defensive teammates

wrestled with his injury and what he meant to them. Heyward, a

first-round pick in 2011, had watched the defense’s makeup start to

change in ’14, when he welcomed Shazier, a fellow Ohio State alum.

A team defined by its best defensive players had won Super Bowls

after the ’05 and ’08 seasons, but by Shazier’s second campaign

almost all of those legends had retired. The subsequent Steelers

teams came to be known for their offensive firepower, but “when

we grabbed Ryan,” Heyward says, “it felt like a turn back the other

way, the start of a new nucleus.”

Along with Shazier, Pittsburgh added Notre Dame defensive

end Stephon Tuitt in the second round in 2014, then Kentucky

outside linebacker Bud Dupree in the first round of ’15. Heyward,

meanwhile, inked a six-year extension worth almost $60 million,

and while the juggernaut offense hogged headlines, the two Buck-

eyes worked in devastating tandem: Heyward cleared space in the

interior for Shazier to make tackles, and Shazier blanketed short

routes, allowing Heyward time to chase QBs.

Heyward tore his left pectoral muscle in Week 10 last season (he

played the rest of the game with one usable arm, then sat out the rest

of the year), but by then the young core was starting to take hold.

Rookie defensive backs Artie Burns (Miami) and Sean Davis (Mary-

land), thrown into the fold immediately, were growing confident.

Shazier remained a force. The unit’s improvement—No. 4 in yards

allowed over the last seven games of 2016—alternately depressed

and motivated Heyward, who poured over so

much of his old film, holed up, lights dimmed,

that “I looked like Tom Hanks in Castaway,” he

says. Later, “watching them make that playoff

run, watching them lose [to New England], it

ate me up inside.”

He came back stronger this season, with

12 sacks (tied for eighth in the NFL), but Hey-

ward’s most important work has been behind

the scenes, rallying the Steelers around his old

running mate.

“I don’t care about the Pro Bowl,” he says,

referring to Pittsburgh’s disrespectful dearth

of defensive representation. (Shazier was voted

in, no one else.) “I care about Ryan and his

health.”

B
EFORE HIS first news conference as a

professional, in April 2016, Artie Burns

stopped at the Franco Harris statue on

his way to baggage claim at the Pitts-

burgh airport. “I didn’t know who [Harris]

was, but then they told me about the catch,”

says the 22-year-old corner, referring to Har-

ris’s Immaculate Reception in 1972. Burns

posed for a photo next to the likeness, then

rode to team headquarters, past all the Steelers

signage, and stopped to ogle the Super Bowl

trophies encased in glass on the second floor.

Later that day Shazier introduced himself.

“You’ll come to understand the history here,”

he said.

Even as he learned, Burns found him-

self lonely. His mother had died of a heart

attack six months earlier; his father was

in prison on a 25-year cocaine-trafficking

conviction. Artie vowed to take care of his

two teenage brothers, 16-year-old Thomas

and 13-year-old Jordan, but he had to leave

them back in Miami with relatives, set-
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While their offense aged, the Steelers committed to

rebuilding the defense organically: Se v e n  of this year’s

11 starters (before Shazier was injured) were procured

in the first three rounds of the past three drafts.
CB

Artie Burns

Rd. 1, ’16

SS

Sean Davis

Rd. 2, ’16

CB

Joe Haden

Free agent

FS

Mike Mitchell

Free agent*Replaced after injury by Sean Spence (free agent)
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tling for FaceTime check-ins every night.

After Tom Brady accelerated the young cor-

ner’s education with 384 passing yards and

three TDs in that AFC title game rout last

January, Burns went home, took his brothers

bowling and to the county fair, and returned

with them to Pittsburgh, where he looked

often to a certain inside linebacker for advice.

He got engaged, started every game and was

reestablishing the integrity of the Steelers’

secondary when Shazier was injured.

 Burns has since had trouble sleeping. He

prays for his teammate, thanks God for Thom-

as’s track scholarship to Miami and questions

whether he even wants Jordan—a linebacker,

like Shazier—to play football.

T
HE LICK was loud. I heard it, like,

BOW!” says Vince Williams, who came

over Shazier’s back to finish the tackle

that changed everything.

Williams turned around to celebrate—until

he saw the panic in his friend’s face. “That

f----- me up,” he says. “I’m watching the train-

ers pinch him. They’re not really telling him

they’re pinching him, and they’re just pinch-

ing the s--- out of him.”

The two linebackers had enjoyed a football

bromance all offseason, working out together

and laying out their goals. Shazier planned to

lead the team in interceptions; Williams would

pace them in sacks. Williams had been a flyer,

a sixth-round draft pick out of Florida State

in 2013, but Shazier insisted he was capable

of replacing Lawrence Timmons, the latest

stalwart to depart. They had both seen it before,

the team’s organic approach to football opera-

tions: Heyward replacing Brett Keisel, Mitchell

replacing Troy Polamalu. . . .

 And then the two friends were doing it, the

season unfolding exactly as they had planned. Shazier took the

team lead with three interceptions in the first nine games; Williams

racked up five of his eight sacks. Everything went so well, in fact,

that Williams, a creative writing major at Tallahassee who counts

David Sedaris as his favorite author, had stopped composing. “I’m

too happy to write,” he said before Shazier’s injury. “A lot of my

writing came out of life experiences. I’m a cake eater now. My life

is great: I start for the Steelers, I get sacks, and I’m a millionaire.

Nobody wants to read that s---.”

In the week before Shazier’s injury, Williams told his defensive

teammates they weren’t the “little brothers [to the offense] no

more.” They’d matured beyond that; O and D were equals. Two

days after the injury, he spied Shazier’s number 50 practice jersey

and tugged it on. He thought about winning a Super Bowl without

his linebacking partner and decided “that would suck.” But it beat

the alternative. Not winning anything for Shazier would be worse.

O
VER THE course of seven miserable seasons with the excep-

tionally execrable Browns, cornerback Joe Haden had, in his

words, “two owners, a couple general managers, about five

different head coaches, too many position coaches to count

and 45 quarterbacks.” (He’s not that far off.) The only constant:

change. And he knew one day he might be the one heading out.

That day came last August, when Sashi Brown, the GM then, told

Haden he was no longer a top five NFL corner and would have to

take a pay cut. Haden asked for his exit and got released. (Haden:

“They were going to pay Brock Osweiler $16 million and he’s not

even on the team [after being acquired and cut this summer], and

they wanted to cut money from me!”)

The Steelers were first to reach out to the free agent, and the

interest was mutual. Haden had connected with coach Mike Tomlin

at the 2010 NFL combine, and his college teammates from Florida

(tackle Marcus Gilbert and center Maurkice Pouncey) raved about

Pittsburgh’s locker room. Haden says he turned down higher offers

from three teams to sign a three-year, $27 million contract with

only $5.8 million guaranteed at signing.

“They’re dumb—that’s Cleveland,” says Mitchell. “You can’t find

a top 10 corner in September; that just doesn’t happen. He was

the final piece.” But Haden did more than just top off the Steelers’

defensive transformation. He changed the way coordinator Keith
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Butler could scheme against opposing offenses, including the one

they most needed to stop. Specifically, Haden’s arrival allowed Davis

to move full-time to strong safety, where he’s become a starter; it

freed Coty Sensabaugh, a rare free-agent signee (from the Giants)

to shift into the nickel corner role; and it meant that 33-year-old

William Gay (a remnant of Pittsburgh’s last Super Bowl team) could

play exclusively in dime packages. In essence, by adding Haden and

sliding players down they improved at nickel, dime and down the

line through the reserves. And that depth gave Butler the flexibil-

ity to add designer blitzes (astonishingly, corner Mike Hilton had

three sacks in one game, against the Texans) and hybrid coverages.

If he even needed them. Butler has actually blitzed less frequently—

this is Blitzburgh no more—relying on interior pressure from

Heyward and Tuitt, along with this season’s first-round selection,

outside linebacker T.J. Watt (Wisconsin). Fewer blitzes mean that

Coach Butts, as his players affectionately call him, can drop more

defenders into coverage—and that’s a blueprint for beating Brady.

The result: Aided by an improved secondary that has forced

passers deeper into their progressions, the Steelers racked up

a franchise-record 56 sacks (from 15 different players), the

NFL’s highest total since 2013. There were blips—see: Bears,

Bengals, Browns and an A-Rod-less Packers—but they often

outplayed their own vaunted offense. Despite Shazier’s injury

(among others, including to Antonio Brown), Pittsburgh fin-

ished 13–3, securing a first-round playoff bye.

Even Haden—the newcomer who felt the

unfamiliar sensation of playing for a winning

team—knows how to frame this postseason.

“It’s all about number 50,” he says.

A
MONTH AFTER that Bengals game,

Shazier’s locker appears untouched. A

black helmet, newly polished, hangs from

a hook above Prada shower sandals and

a rack of black sweatshirts and gold hats, every-

thing arranged neatly, ready for his return.

Shazier has approached rehab the way he

approaches everything in football: with more

concern for his teammates than for himself.

He has remained active on a group text thread

that gives a handful of players their defensive

game plan early. He asked his doctors to move

his Friday physical therapy sessions so that he

can wheelchair into his team’s so-called Win-

ning Edge meetings, where Tomlin gathers

his linebackers and defensive backs to go over

opponents’ tendencies and schematic wrinkles.

In one conference, in late December, Shazier



chided his coach about a new

package, “seven,” that called

for a septet of DBs and zero

linebackers. “This is getting

insane!” Shazier joked.

Teammates won’t speak

to the specifics of Shazier’s

progress, but they will say

that he has progressed fast-

er than they expected. One

week after his injury, when

the Steelers sealed a third

AFC North title in four years

by beating the Ravens, Tom-

lin presented him the game

ball over FaceTime. The next

week Shazier attended a

home game against the Patriots, watching from

a suite, seated and waving a yellow Terrible

Towel on the jumbotron as chills ran through

Burns’s body, goose bumps dotted Heyward’s

arms and tears welled in Mitchell’s eyes.

Later, in the same defensive meeting room

where Shazier drenched his French toast, some-

one pointed out the quiet. “That’s ’cause Sha and

Mike aren’t arguing,” chimed in a scout.

Damn, Mitchell thought, overwhelmed by sad-

ness. “Literally all we did was argue,” he says, “and

I miss that. But then I think about my boy, and

how he gave up his ability to move just for us to

win a game. If he’s willing to make that sacrifice,

I’m willing to do anything—anything—for us to

win for him.

 “We’re going to play [the Patriots] again,”

Mitchell promises. “We can play them in hell,

we can play them in Haiti, we can play them in New England. . . .

We’re gonna win.”

He lays out his dream scenario: The Steelers reach the Super Bowl,

Shazier makes an appearance, and Pittsburgh triumphs. “It’s destiny,”

he says. “I’m praying every day that he won’t be in a [wheelchair],

that he’ll be on the sideline and run up and celebrate it with us.

There’s gonna be hella people crying when it happens.” ±F
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SHA’S HERE
Though he’s largely been absent since
his injury against the Bengals, Shazier
is always close to the Steelers, from
their heads to their toes.
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THIS TASK OF game-plan installation can be tedious—

sitting in the dark, listening to a coach drone on about

route combos—but at least the Vikings’ receivers get live

entertainment every Wednesday. The meeting room’s

lights dim. A play f lashes onto the screen. From the

front, offensive coordinator Pat Shurmur ticks off the

assignments—Quick slant for the Z, and so on. And then,

says receivers coach Darrell Hazell, the “demonstrative

gyrations” begin. Gyrations and comic book sound effects.

“I’m gonna run up and—EHH! AHH! POW!” Stefon

Diggs bobs and bounces, feigning a cut in his second-row

chair. He has always viewed the world as his football field,

treating each sidewalk crack like the line of scrimmage,

every stranger as another cornerback in press coverage.

Tagging along with his mother, Stephanie, at her job as

an Amtrak attendant, young Stefon would startle train

passengers by stutter-stepping down the aisles. “I see

them routes, I see me,” Diggs says. “I need to feel football.”

Across the Vikings’ meeting room, from the third row:

“Then I’m gonna—DEH-DEH-DEH!” Adam Thielen jukes

over an armrest. Like Diggs, it takes a little extra involve-

ment for him to commit concepts to memory. Before

Thielen’s first rookie camp, in 2013, he learned Minnesota’s

entire playbook—for all three receiving positions, over a

single weekend—by methodically diagramming routes

on a dry-erase board, tracing his movements again and

again with a marker. When Diggs arrived two years later,

Thielen joined his fellow receivers in ribbing the new guy

for his film-session spasms—until it dawned on Thielen

that he was twitching the exact same way. “Sometimes

we’ll look at each other,” he says. “We don’t say anything,

but we know what the other is thinking: I’m going to kill

this guy because I’m going to—HAA! HAA! CHH!” (Diggs:

“Adam makes the funniest noises.”)

“My brain processes routes weird, like Diggsy,” Thielen

elaborates. “We’re visualizing, thinking: BOOM!”

The duo’s 2017 success story reads like a buddy cop

comedy. Diggs, 24, is a former five-star phenom from D.C.,

a camera darling with a flavor for F-bombs. Thielen, 27,

was raised in northern Minnesota lake country (during
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a recent visit he offered this writer the use of his car—he’s that

Minnesota), and after playing D-II ball almost became a dental

equipment salesman. Occasionally he’ll let loose a goshdarnit or shoot.

Few receiving partners are casing and solving NFL secondaries

better than these two, who’ve had 19 games of 80 or more yards

over the past two years (12 by Thielen, seven by Diggs), third in the

league. Which is a pretty big deal in these parts. When Diggs passed

900 yards in Week 16 last year, they became the franchise’s first

900-yard couple since Randy Moss and Cris Carter, in 2000. And

if mentioning the new guys in the same breath as those Minnesota

legends feels like heresy, consider Moss’s testimony: “Vikings fans

have been waiting a long time for this moment.”

Plugging that manpower into Shurmur’s rhythmic attack and

pairing it with the league’s best D, the Vikings earned a playoff bye

for the first time since 2009—even with career backup Case Keenum

at the helm following Sam Bradford’s Week 1 knee injury. Credit to

Keenum: With the previous previous QB, Teddy Bridgewater, pacing

the sidelines, ready to reclaim the job after recovering from his own

injury, Keenum took an O that finished no better than 27th in total

yards over the past three seasons and turned it into a top 11 unit.

Is all this enough for the horn-helmeted denizens of lakes Min-

netonka and Minnewaska to start dreaming big? Can the Vikings

become the first team to reach the Super Bowl at its home stadium

and end the franchise’s 57-year titleless drought?

Maybe such talk feels premature. Or perhaps Diggsy and Thielen,

shimmying in their chairs, can turn this vision into reality too.

I
T'S A sleepy morning on a Twin Cities cul-de-sac, a few days before

the Vikings’ Week 10 game at Washington. The doormat to the

Thielen household informs guests it’s fall. let’s play some

football. Clomping around inside and wielding a plastic golf

club is one-year-old Asher, who, as Adam and Caitlin Thielen note,

was a bye-week baby, born shortly after Dad’s seven-catch, 127-yard

breakout against the Texans last season. Perfect timing, except . . .

“We were sitting in the hospital,” Adam says. “She’s in labor, and

I’m watching Monday Night Football.”

“That was so annoying,” says Caitlin, a former soccer midfielder

at D-II Minnesota State.

Adam: “Because labor takes forever.”

Caitlin: “I’m dying, and you’re like, ‘Ohhh, this game is so good!’ ”

They laugh. As if Adam was ever anything but obsessed with this

sport. Tackle football didn’t start until seventh grade around Detroit

Lakes, Minn., so Thielen would gather up old pads discarded by

the middle school, slip into a Moss or Carter jersey, and play full-

contact against his friends in the snow. “Nothing better than that,”

he says. “It’s crazy how things worked out.”

Crazy. This word comes up a lot. Crazy how,

throughout his Detroit Lakes High career he

planned to play D-III basketball—right up until

a scout from Minnesota State discovered him

at a summer all-star game and offered a $500

football scholarship. Crazy how, after going

undrafted, he had a rookie minicamp with the

Vikings, and one more planned after that, with

the Panthers—and if he didn’t stick with one of

those teams he was gonna call it quits. Crazy

how last spring he signed a four-year, $19.2 mil-

lion contract extension, which is how he got this

spacious new home with the basketball court

and movie theater. Crazy.

Even so, the 6' 2", 200-pound Thielen senses

his long-shot origin story is becoming well

worn. “Every broadcaster wants to talk about
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that,” he says. “It gets a little annoying. I want

to be respected based on how I play.”

If nothing else, understand this part: At every

crossroad Thielen kept betting on himself,

whether he was spurning postgrad job offers

(coaching on MSU’s staff, interning at that

dental outfit) or paying $275 out of pocket for a

regional combine in Chicago, where he turned

heads with a 4.45 40. “I don’t think anybody

besides Adam saw this all happening,” says

Aaron Keen, Thielen’s offensive coordinator

at MSU. “He had a vision for what he wanted.”

Which suggests that pretty much everyone

else was blind to the signs of his potential. After

all, this was a perfectionist who chucked his

helmet if he so much as dropped a pass; a leader

who asked his college coaches for every offen-

sive player’s phone number to arrange summer

throwing sessions; a receiver with a ring size

dwarfing that of most MSU linemen. “Sausage

fingers,” says Bryan Schmid, one of Thielen’s

college roommates, explaining how this small

school gem just became the first Minnesota

receiver to make the Pro Bowl in eight years.

“That’s how he does it.”

S
TEFON DIGGS was destined for the NFL. At least, that’s

what his father, Aron, told Stephanie one Halloween, mo-

tioning toward the five-year-old red Power Ranger with an

overflowing bag of candy. As a parent raising a budding athlete

in the suburbs of D.C., Aron cut a familiar sporting figure—“like a

boxer’s father,” Stephanie says. If they drove by a park, Dad might

pull over and have Stefon run cones or bleachers. If the boy dropped

a pass in a game, Aron would have him sleep cradling a football.

“When my mom was home,” says Stefon, “[my dad] would ask me

before bed, ‘Did you do your homework?’ But [if it was just] me and

him, it was, ‘Did you do your push-ups and sit-ups?’ ”

“Be your own man,” Aron implored his son. “Never

be a follower.” And Stefon would define himself by

those words. At Good Counsel (Md.) High he ran a

small business selling custom-painted jeans. Today

he drives a silver Jeep with a football-sized Juras-

sic Park decal slapped across the driver’s side door,

and throughout this season he wore cleats designed

to honor Eminem, Kobe Bryant and SpongeBob

SquarePants. In warmups he’s prone to skip around

the sideline in skintight short-shorts, playing catch

with children in the stands.

Aron’s last lesson was the hardest. For five

years, starting when Stefon was in grade school,

he watched his father suffer from heart problems.

Stefon became a caretaker, cutting his dad’s hair,

measuring out his medication, cooking his oatmeal

every morning—until Aron passed away in January

2008, at 39, leaving his son with a sense of patriarchal purpose. As

a top 15 national recruit in ’12, Stefon chose a rebuilding Maryland

over Ohio State and Florida, largely so his brothers—Mar’Sean, 22,

now a safety at UAB, and Trevon, 19, a corner for Alabama—could

visit on weekends.

Make no mistake, though: When Stefon left Maryland as a junior

in 2015 and declared in each of his scouting combine interviews, “I’m

the best receiver in this draft, just so you know”—that wasn’t just

Aron talking. This cocksuredness comes as much from Stephanie,

who was in Tampa last January to watch Trevon play for the CFP

championship when she ran into Ravens GM Ozzie Newsome. “You

didn’t pick my son,” she blurted out. “They should fire your ass!”

The truth: Even the Vikings weren’t quite sure what they had

after drafting Diggs in the fifth round. His college career had been

marked by instability under center (he caught passes from mul-

tiple QBs every season, including from a true freshman converted

linebacker one year); freak injuries (a broken right leg in 2013, a

lacerated kidney in ’14); bursts of magic (among the witnesses to

his 100-yard opening kickoff return against Virginia: Vikings GM

Rick Spielman); and murmurs about his immaturity. “His reputa-

tion was that he could be off the reservation,” says Minnesota coach

Mike Zimmer, “that you were going to have to kick him in the butt.”

Any such doubts were quickly erased at OTAs. The night before

practices began, receivers coach George Stewart was exiting the

parking lot outside the Vikings’ Winter Park training facility
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when his headlights caught a shadow in the distance.

There was Diggs, wearing workout gear and a helmet,

referencing the playbook on his iPhone, running routes

alone in the dark.

N
FL PRACTICE squad members rarely get to be

themselves, so Thielen pulled on a red pinney

and transformed into the Giants’ Victor Cruz.

This was October 2013, midway through a

rookie season during which Thielen lived in a cousin’s

basement to save money. Friday was Red Zone Day at

practice, his time to shine. Thielen had already spent

half a lifetime emulating other pass catchers—mimicking

Carter’s sideline toe touches while falling into bean bags

as a kid; trying to snare passes at the high point of his

jumps like Moss—so when he shredded Minnesota’s first-

string secondary with yet another acrobatic, contested

catch, he decided to top off his Cruz imitation by aping

the New Yorker’s signature salsa dance.

The moves—demonstrative gyrations, one might

say—drew stern rebukes from several Vikings, includ-

ing linebacker Chad Greenway. But Greenway admits

Thielen deserved kudos too. “If you don’t want him to

dance, keep him out of the end zone,” he says. “Adam

has that swagger to be like, ‘Yeah, I’m here. Stop me.’ ”

The rest of the league took slightly longer to come

around. Minnesota was visiting Cincinnati for a joint

practice in August 2016 when Thielen lined up opposite

cornerback Adam Jones for one-on-one drills. Thielen

was by then an established special-teamer, but his re-

ceiving résumé remained thin. Pacman sized up his

opponent, stepped back and refused to participate. “I

want to face some dogs!” he yelled. “Give me a dog!”

Funny word choice, there. As a senior at Minnesota

State, Thielen began paying weekly visits to sports psy-

chologist Cindra Kamphoff, who eventually led him to

the concept of flow state: the elusive feeling of peak

mental and physical performance. Kamphoff asked

Thielen to picture himself in flow. What does that look like? How

does it feel? Then she had him pick a name for when he reaches

that point. Some clients call this “killer instinct” or “unstoppable,”

Kamphoff explains. Others might see themselves as, say, a shark.

Thielen settled on another creature.

“Let that dog out,” he reminds himself at the line of scrimmage.

“Let that dog out,” he tells teammates in the locker room.

“Not that kind of dog,” he says now from his living room recliner,

laughing and motioning to the Thielens’ bite-sized bichon–Shih

Tzu, Lily. “You’ve got to have that extra nastiness. You’re different

on the football field than you are with your family.”

Thielen is the kind of dog who refused to back down in a small

shoving match with Jones at that open scrimmage; who scorched

the Packers’ secondary last Christmas Eve for 202 yards—the

most by a Vikings receiver since Moss in 1999—and punctuated

his first of two TDs with a

Lambeau Leap; who struts

past Zimmer on the sideline,

barking over and over, “They

can’t cover me!”

For the most part he’s

correct about that—and yet

“people still sleep on him,”

says receiver Cordarrelle

Patterson, a teammate of four

years before moving to Oak-

land. “But Adam likes it like

that, being under the radar.”

When Diggs arrived two

years ago, Thielen could have

been jealous—another wideout

blocking my path—but he latched onto a familiar

ferocity. “Diggs has that dog,” Thielen says,

“and I love that about him.”

Save for a few stylistic differences—Diggs

relies on sudden, quick-twitch bursts while

Thielen’s cuts are smoother—they are wired

similarly as receivers. Both excel at disguis-

ing routes, like pitchers with the same release

point for fastballs and curves. Both rotate

seamlessly among the flanker, slot and split

end positions, a flexibility that allows for un-

predictable play calling. And if Thielen has

sausage fingers, then Diggs’s massive mitts are

meat plates; he always hid them in his pockets

as a kid, embarrassed about their size. His catch
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radius is extensive for a guy listed at 6 feet.

“Completely different backgrounds, upbring-

ings,” Thielen summarizes. “But we’ve both

been doubted. We both have that chip on our

shoulder. I think we have a lot of connections.”

Outside work, they don’t spend much time

together. Diggs lives alone in downtown

Minneapolis; Thielen and his family settled

in Woodbury, miles away from the nearest

Vikings player. But “it’s like they’re twins,”

says Patterson. They huddle at each other’s

stalls, swapping notes on footwork and cov-

erages. In the offseason Thielen texts Diggs

reminders like give your body a break—

odd, considering how Thielen scheduled vaca-

tions to Orlando each March so he could catch

passes at Jon Gruden’s QB camp. And on the

rare occasion Thielen runs a sloppy route, the

same first thought always pops into his head:

What will Diggsy say?

A
GAINST THE Redsk ins, back in

Week 10, their work spoke for itself. Early

in the second quarter, Thielen caught a

linebacker napping over the middle, cut

hard into space and gained 38. EHH! AHH!

POW! Five plays later, third-and-goal from the

Washington three, Diggs sprung into the flat for

his fifth of eight TDs this season. He celebrated

by mimicking an airplane and jump-hugging

the goal post, drawing an unsportsmanlike con-

duct flag. Thielen, of course, provided backup,

protesting to an official: “He accidentally ran

into the pole!”

Each one has the other’s back; that’s how

things have to be in this offense. Shurmur’s sys-

tem leans on passing concepts that make his re-

ceivers work together—pick plays and crossing

action—rather than in isolation routes on the

outside. Here, Diggs and Thielen happily oblige.

“We feed off each other; it’s nowhere near a

selfish thing,” Diggs says. “Everybody wanna

eat. But for us, it don’t even matter who eat. It’s

going to happen. They can’t stop both of us.”

It’s been this way since Day One. Diggs de-

buted on Oct. 4, 2015, against the Broncos’ top-ranked defense, just

as Thielen made his first start at receiver. And while the Vikings

lost on a late field goal, the receiving pair combined for 12 catches

and 157 yards. “It was a glimpse of what was to come,” says Scott

Turner, then Minnesota’s quarterbacks coach, “but nobody thought

that at the time.”

Given the Vikings’ upheaval under center this season—“I would

say ‘unfortunate turnover,’ ” Spielman corrects—the full blossoming

of Diggs and Thielen as playmakers has come at the perfect time.

Everyone at Winter Park remembers when Bridgewater buckled

during an August 2016 practice, tearing his left ACL and dislocating

his knee. (Thielen slammed his helmet, knelt and prayed. Diggs

cried.) But, just as they would when Bradford went down after a

season-opening win over the Saints this season, they moved on

fast. “I can’t give them my legs,” Diggs says. “I can’t stop working

because one guy went down.”

Each new passer has presented certain tendencies for his receiv-

ers to learn. “Sam usually likes to throw [his passes] on a line,

not give you a whole lot of air,” Thielen says. “Teddy and Case are

similar—get it out early and let you run to it.” But this, by now, is

old hat. At MSU it was a running joke that Thielen became every

new QB’s best friend. (After the Vikings acquired Bradford, Thielen

quickly invited the new guy out for 18 holes.) Diggs, meanwhile,

points to that emergency QB at Maryland. “I was getting thrown

to by a linebacker,” he says. “I don’t give a f--- who’s back there.

Because they’re all good.”

Of course, this all made for some sideline melodrama back in

November when Keenum threw interceptions on consecutive passes

against the Redskins and cameras captured Bridgewater strapping

on his helmet, ready to go. Yet Keenum stayed in, finished out the

38–30 win with four TDs, earned NFC Player of the Month ac-

colades and never relinquished the starter’s job.

No matter what happens this postseason, the Vikings have a

big decision to make: All three QBs are set to become free agents.

Perhaps plans will change if, say, one of those guys hoists the

Lombardi Trophy on Feb. 4. But with beasts like Thielen and Diggs,

will it even matter?

Right before halftime in that Washington game, Thielen lunged

full-extension to snare a seven-yard TD from Keenum, just out of

cornerback Josh Norman’s reach. Then he crouched down on all

fours, motioning the offense to join him in a queue. Diggs went

first, hopping over the linemen, lily pad to lily pad, followed by

Thielen. At the end they jumped and hugged—just two guys letting

loose their inner frogs. ±
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WHEN DIGGS ARRIVED, THIELEN COULD HAVE BEEN

JEALOUS, BUT HE LATCHED ONTO A FAMILIAR FEROCITY.

“Diggs has that dog,” THIELEN SAYS. “I LOVE THAT ABOUT HIM.”



BUT

NEVER
SCARED

SCARRED,
YES

L I N D S E Y V O N N

BECOMING THE GREATEST U.S. SKIER EVER
TAKES A TOLL—AND NOT ALL OF THE WOUNDS

HAS SUFFERED
HAVE COME ON

THE SLOPES. BUT AT 33, SHE HAS LEARNED FROM
THEM ALL AND STILL HAS THE SPEED TO MAKE
HER LAST OLYMPIC RUN GOLDEN

B Y T I M L A Y D E N
P H O T O G R A P H  B Y  M A R C O  T A C C A / A P / S H U T T E R S T O C K



FOUR DAYS before Christmas, Lindsey Vonn

has agreed to tally up her many scars. The

scars on her 33-year-old body. On her heart.

Her soul. Her ego. Her day job is racing down

icy mountainsides at 80 mph; away from the

office, her life is often consumed by personal

drama. Hence, she has no shortage of scars,

some more lasting and more meaningful than

others; some barely noticeable; some still heal-

ing. But she also has an uncommon ability to

move past any wound, which has made her

the most successful U.S. ski racer in history.

Because she retains the practical good cheer

endemic to citizens of her native Minnesota,

Vonn undertakes this listing exercise with zeal.

She starts at the top of her head, with a con-

cussion, and works earthward, through her

arm, back, knees, shin, with detours for her

mind, body and spirit; and ends with her left

ankle, which she broke in the summer of 2015.

But then Vonn leans forward on the couch in

the great room of her sprawling, four-year-old

home on a hillside in Vail, Colo., her U.S. base

for more than half her life. She is surrounded

by her three dogs, including Bear, a burly rescue

chow mix who insists that a visiting reporter

continuously scratch his belly or be licked to

death. Outside, the snow-starved landscape

is depressingly brown. Vonn jumps forward.

“Wait: frostbite,” she says, and then she unfurls

a bare left foot that had been tucked under-
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neath her thigh, and points. “I got frostbite on

my toes when I was young.”

Vonn is proud of recalling this detail, and

veers enthusiastically into a story about an-

other accomplished skier from her state who

missed an entire season with much more severe

frostbite. “It’s a Minnesota thing,” she says,

nodding. Ski racers are slaves to precision,

from the settings on their equipment to the

tiny dips and rolls on a downhill course. In

this case Vonn wants to show mastery of the

compendium of injuries, heartbreaks, slights,

embarrassments and missteps that have ac-

companied her 78 World Cup victories (more

than any woman and second to only Swed-

ish great Ingemar Stenmark’s 86) and two

Olympic medals, including a gold in the 2010

downhill at Vancouver. The lists of scars and

of victories are intertwined: There might have

been more of the latter had there been less of

the former, but the meaning of the triumphs

has been enriched by the struggles.

Next month, Vonn will compete in at least

the downhill, Super G and combined (a mix of

downhill and slalom) events in PyeongChang,

South Korea. The Games will be Vonn’s fourth,

despite missing the 2014 Olympics in Sochi,

while recovering from knee surgery. She will

be among the oldest racers on the mountain—

nearly all of the competitors who came into

the sport when Vonn did are retired—and, by

a wide margin, the most accomplished.

Vonn’s preparation for the Olympics, which

were to accelerate in January with at least eight

World Cup races, has been a microcosm of the

most recent years of her career: intense train-

ing followed by moments of brilliance; a scary

high-speed crash (while leading a downhill

at Lake Louise, in Alberta, Canada, in early

December); three media controversies of vary-

ing intensities; and, on Dec. 16 at the French

resort of Val d’Isère, first place in a World Cup

Super G race, just her second win since early

February 2016. At the bottom of the hill Vonn
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BACK ON COURSE
Failing to qualify for a

second run of a giant slalom
in October (near right) and

crashing during a Super G in
March are minor bumps on

Vonn’s route to South Korea.
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made it clear since then: If there is anything

wrong with the hill, I’m stopping.” She had her

knee redone by Dr. James Andrews in Florida.

In November 2016, Vonn fractured her right

humerus during training, also at Copper Moun-

tain. She was evacuated from the hill in a truck,

90 minutes on unpaved roads. “By far the most

painful injury of my life,” she says. “There was

no med-pack on the hill, so no pain meds.” The

injury was repaired with 20 screws and one

long plate, but for weeks Vonn had no feeling

in her right hand. “Couldn’t brush my teeth,

couldn’t do my hair, couldn’t hold a spoon,” she

says. And, another lesson: Vonn now always

knows evacuation plans at training locations.

Her age and injuries have compelled Vonn

and her team—coaches Chris Knight and Alex

Hoedlmoser, Red Bull trainer Alex Bunt and

Head ski technician Heinz Hämmerle—to make

changes to her training and technique. The

day after her December win in Val d’Isère,

Vonn was scheduled to race another Super G;

however, her right knee was sore, so she packed

and went home early for the holidays. “We try

to limit the number of consecutive days on

snow,” says Knight, 45, a New Zealander who

has worked with the U.S. ski team for 15 years.

“We track her days on snow and she tracks how

she’s feeling every day. We’ve gotten smarter.”

Vonn has also implemented technical chang-

es to accommodate a body with high mileage.

The oldest Olympic Alpine medalist was Bode

Miller, who was 36 when he took bronze in the

Super G in Sochi; the oldest to win gold was

Mario Matt of Austria, who was 34 when he

grabbed the television camera with both hands and huffed: Yes!

Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! At home in Vail a few days later, she said, “I

wasn’t doubting myself, but I needed to get things going.”

It was a moment that reminded the ski world that Vonn is still

fast enough to win. (U.S. prodigy Mikaela Shiffrin knows this.

“Lindsey still has speed,” she said in an interview with SI. “Plenty

of it.”) And something else: Vonn will push from the start house

in South Korea wearing not only skis, boots and a helmet, but also

a back protector and a brace on her right knee. And every one of

those scars. “I’m a tougher person today,” says Vonn. “I’m stronger.”

S C A R S :  T H E  B O D Y

VON N IS 5' 10" and weighs around 160 pounds. She

has a powerful body that has nonetheless been betrayed

in ways ranging from horrific to comical. She suffered

nine major injuries and had five surgeries from 2006 to ’16. Ski

racing—especially in downhill and Super G—is wildly dangerous.

Everyone gets hurt, but Vonn has been hurt more than most.

She was diminished at the 2006 Olympics by a crash in downhill

training, but, in her words, “escaped from the hospital” to compete

in both speed races, finishing seventh in Super G and eighth in

downhill (remarkable in her condition). Three years later, after

winning the downhill at the world championships in Val d’Isère,

she severed a tendon in her right thumb while attempting to spray

celebratory champagne from a bottle with a razor sharp neck.

(The cork had been removed by a ski.) There is still a lump on the

inside of her thumb, which she cannot straighten.

There was a shin bruise that nearly kept her out of the 2010

Olympics and a year later, a concussion that left her fuzzy while

winning silver at the worlds in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany.

The two worst injuries have come most recently. She blew out her

right knee in a Super G crash at the 2013 worlds in Schladming,

Austria, and damaged the same ACL in training for the Olympics

at Copper Mountain in Colorado the following November. Vonn

says she was told by doctors that the knee was stable, so she con-

tinued to race, and eventually she fully tore the ACL at a race in

Val d’Isère, missing the 2014 Games. The lesson: Vonn took tighter

control of her training and racing. “There was a hole on the course

at Copper that day in 2013, and nobody told me,” she says. “I’ve
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16 and he was 25. They began dating

the next year and were married in ’07.

Thomas became his wife’s de facto

coach and handler and leader of what

came to be known as the Vonntourage.

They split in 2011 and divorced in

January ’13, shortly before Vonn’s

crash in Schladming. “I probably

shouldn’t have gotten married so

young,” says Lindsey. “But I won’t say I regret it. I got older and

things just changed.” Her family has encouraged her to change her

name back to Kildow, but she has resisted. “People come to races

to see Lindsey Vonn,” she says. “It’s my stage name. It’s who I am

on the hill. Maybe I’ll change it back when I retire. Or if I get mar-

ried again.”

The Vonn divorce was thunderous news in ski racing. But noth-

ing compared to what followed. Vonn dated Tiger Woods for more

than two years, ending in May 2015. The celebrity couple was

paparazzi catnip. Vonn is asked if it was a good idea to date such a

famous—and infamous—man. “I mean. . . I was in love,” she says.

“I loved him and we’re still friends. Sometimes, I wish he would

have listened to me a little more, but he’s very stubborn and he

likes to go his own way. I hope this latest comeback sticks. I hope

he goes back to winning tournaments.”

It was all very public. “It’s hard enough to break up with a

boyfriend,” says Lindsey’s sister Karin, “without having to issue

a press release about it.”

S C A R S :  S O C I A L  M E D I A

VONN’S RELATIONSHIP with Woods piggybacked on

his scandals and thrust her into the savage world of social

media. “I had to learn to have thicker skin, right away,” says

Vonn. In August 2017 nude photos of Vonn, Woods and several other

celebrities leaked to a website. Woods and Vonn took legal action and

the photos were pulled down, but not until they had been up for more

than 24 hours. “I felt violated,” says Vonn. “I don’t think there’s any-

thing more embarrassing in the world. Why would someone do that?”

In November, Outside magazine published a profile of Shiffrin.

The piece was appropriately flattering—Shiffrin is a wunderkind by

any measure— and noted that she was “on track to win more races

and more championships than any skier ever,” which is absolutely

true, though success in such a dangerous sport is not guaran-

teed. Outside’s editors went further in their cover tag: mikaela

shiffrin is the greatest skier of all time. (discuss).

Vonn did discuss, posting a tweet with a screenshot of the

Wikipedia page that lists her victories and records. Shiffrin, who is

driven and confident but generally humble, replied: “@lindseyvonn

Trust me girl, we all know you da #GOAT and my name isn’t even

close to making that list yet #respect.” Then it was Vonn’s

turn: “No worries girl, that tweet wasn’t intended for you.

Happy that another strong woman is on the cover of a magazine

and it’s great for skiing as well as you . . .” Vonn also deleted

the original tweet, thus ending the nonfeud. But the exchange

shined some light on one point: Vonn has, and likely always

will have, a chip on her shoulder.

And that exchange was just a warmup. On Dec. 7, Vonn was

interviewed by CNN:
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won the slalom, also in Sochi. “Now she has

more balance on the outside ski at the top of

the turn, and better flex in her knees through

the turn,” says Knight. “And you have to, when

you get to this stage of her career.” Knight

laughs, and adds, “She’s actually a better skier

than when she was younger. It would be nice

to have Lindsey’s 23-year-old body, skiing the

way she does now.”

One other thing. “She’s still fearless,” says

Knight. “With everything she’s come back

from, it constantly amazes me that she has

not backed off 1%.”

Says Vonn, “I have the same mental approach

that I had when I was 18.”

S C A R S :  T H E  O L Y M P I C S

VONN’S STATUS in the ski world

is secure. Those 78 World Cup wins

are 16 more than any other woman.

(At 22, Shiffrin is on a scorching pace, with

40 wins, but this is another discussion, to be

addressed in a moment). Vonn says she wants

to go at least one more year after this year, so

catching Stenmark is not out of the question.

But U.S. athletes in Olympic sports are largely

defined by their medal count at the Games,

and Vonn has been outrageously unlucky there.

She was a multiple medal threat when she

crashed in 2006. She got her two medals in

Vancouver, but when she suffered her knee

injury in ’13, she had won the World Cup overall

points title in four of the five previous sea-

sons and came back from the injury to win 17

World Cup races in the next two years. The

Olympics can be quirky, but it’s likely a healthy

Vonn would have climbed a podium in Russia.

Vonn’s gold medal downhill in Vancouver is

the most memorable run of her life. “I was so in

the zone,” she says. “I just sort of blacked out.”

She wanted to win another in Sochi. “There

are no do-overs for the Olympics,” says Vonn.

“I loved that track in Sochi. I will forever be

incredibly sad to have missed that.”

S C A R S :  S I G N I F I C A N T  O T H E R S

L I N D S E Y  V O N N  was Lindsey

Kildow when she met U.S. Ski Team

racer Thomas Vonn during summer

training in Park City, Utah, in 2001; she was
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Vonn was a veteran

in a group that
included figure skater

Ashley Wagner and
skier Gus Kenworthy at

a USOC celebration
in November.
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he appreciates it more now. Everything comes

back around.”

Alan, 65, now splits his time between offices

in Minneapolis and Denver, to be near Lindsey,

his eldest daughter (there are three). He will

be in PyeongChang. “Do I regret the time we

weren’t close?” Alan says. “Yes, I regret it. There’s

a sadness and a hole there. It’s fun to be with

her now. My job is to stand at the bottom of the

hill and be a rock for her. I’m very good at that.”

Not always. When Vonn won in Val d’Isère,

she found her father at the bottom, crying.

T H ER E IS an urgency for Vonn.

She will always ski, but not as she

has for the last two decades, screech-

ing down steep mountains, trying to shave

hundredths of a second that can separate first

from 10th. That is the feeling that moves her

more than anything. “I love pushing myself to

the limit,” she says. “I love going fast.”

Her home has many trophy cases, including

two giant wooden shelves over her fireplace,

where her World Cup globes are lined up like sol-

diers. Up the stairs, past her home gym, there’s a

smaller, glass-enclosed trophy case in a hallway.

She reaches inside and removes a tiny figure.

“My first skiing trophy,” she says. The award is

for a fifth-place finish at Afton Alps, a resort in

Washington County, Minn., on Feb. 22, 1992,

when she was seven. A small marble base sup-

ports a shiny gold skier. Her skis are together,

her hands thrust forward in a racer’s tuck. She

is free in the wind and cold. ±

CN N: “You’ve previously competed at three Olympic Games,

under two presidents. How would it feel competing at an Olympic

Games for a United States whose president is Donald Trump?”

VONN: “Well, I hope to represent the people of the United States, not

the president. . . .  I take the Olympics very seriously, and what they mean

and what they represent. What walking under our flag means at the

opening ceremony. I want to represent our country well. I don’t think

that there are a lot of people currently in our government that do that.”

Vonn was later asked if she would visit the White House with

other Olympians and said, “Absolutely not. No.”

She took a beating from Trump supporters and Trump-leaning

media, and later wrote a long Instagram post in which she quoted

Ronald Reagan. She did not apologize for her earlier comments.

“People were calling me un-American or some crazy liberal, which

I’m actually not,” says Vonn. “I was taken aback by the negativity. I

love my country. I’m proud of the flag and our troops. Just because

I disagree with some things doesn’t make me less American.”

S C A R S : D A D

A L A N KILDOW was a ski racer in his youth who intro-

duced his daughter to the sport and guided her early career.

When Lindsey married Thomas, her relationship with her

father became strained. (Alan and Lindsey’s mother, Linda, divorced

in 2003.) For nearly a decade, father and daughter rarely commu-

nicated; when Vonn won her gold in Vancouver, Alan, a lawyer, was

sitting at his office in Minneapolis, watching on a computer screen.

Over the last few years the chill has thawed, and Alan has been

attending her World Cup races. Alan’s father, Don, died on Nov. 1

at 88. Don was close with Lindsey and his death underscored for

Alan and Lindsey the fragile nature of life and family. “He’s my

father and I want to have a relationship with him,” says Lindsey. “I

don’t want to have regrets later. This is the end phase of my career

and he wasn’t around for a long time when I was at my peak. But
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IN 1989 A SOVIET OLYMPIC HERO FROM

LITHUANIA SIGNED WITH THE WARRIORS.

THREE DECADES LATER THE GLOBAL

STARS WHO HAVE FOLLOWED IN THE

PATH OF SARUNAS MARCIULIONIS
HAVE TRANSFORMED THE NBA

ON OPENING NIGHT, this season’s NBA rosters featured 108 interna-

tional players from 42 countries and territories. Many of those players are

among the game’s brightest stars. Latvia’s Kristaps Porzingis regularly

sends Madison Square Garden into unicorn-flavored euphoria. Giannis Antetok-

ounmpo, of Greek and Nigerian descent, is the leader in All-Star voting across the

league. Joel Embiid is a Cameroonian cult hero in Philadelphia, while Australia’s

Ben Simmons is one of the more dominant rookies of the past decade. All of them

have injected new life into the league.

“It’s good to see,” Porzingis says. “So many players are coming over here and

playing at a high level, in the best league in the world. It means we’re doing some-

thing right as a basketball system.”

Indeed, the NBA has spent the past 30 years working to integrate international

players and building toward the era fans have today. It's a story with several

chapters. To appreciate what the league has built and how it changed the sport,

SI spoke to the people who lived this journey.

By  A NDR E W  S H A R P
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How It All Began
NBA commissioner David Stern first met FIBA

secretary general Borislav Stankovic in 1984 dur-

ing a basketball convention in Milan. The meeting

was brief, but cordial. A few years later they met

again, and the relationship spawned the NBA’s

first official partnership with FIBA. In ’87 the

Bucks hosted a round-robin tournament featur-

ing the Soviet national team and Tracer Milano,

an Italian club. Two years later Stankovic and

Stern agreed to let NBA players compete at the

1992 Barcelona Olympics because, as Stankovic

reasoned, “you can only get better by playing

against the best.” That spawned the Dream Team,

which is credited with creating a revolution across

European basketball.

For the NBA, though, the revolution started

earlier—at the 1988 Olympics in Seoul. In ’89

the league welcomed a wave of Eastern European

pioneers led by Vlade Divac (from Serbia), Alex-

ander Volkov (Russia), Drazen Petrovic (Croatia)

and Sarunas Marciulionis, a 25-year-old shoot-

ing guard from Lithuania who in his third sea-

son would average 18.9 points for the 55-win

Warriors and finish as the runner-up for the

Sixth Man Award.

Sarunas Marciulionis: I grew up in the city of

Kaunas. That was the basketball capital of

Lithuania. All kids, everyone, played basket-

ball. But I started with tennis. I played for four

or five years, until I was about 10. But then my

parents said, “O.K., for you, not enough physical

contact. You have to play basketball.”

Alexander Wolff (former SI senior writer, author of Big Game,

Small World): I remember talking to Sarunas’s

sister. She told me that he had won some big

tennis title in Lithuania, but he had done it

by hitting nothing but forehands. He’s a lefty,

but he would switch the racket over and hit

righthanded forehands instead of backhands.

That’s emblematic of not just the way he played,

but his whole personality.

Chris Mul l in (Marciulionis’s Warriors teammate): Be-

fore [Marciulionis] went through the league,

the scouting report was probably, “Here’s this

European guy, probably a spot-up shooter, let’s

get into him and be aggressive.” But that whole

thing was flipped. He was more physical than

any guard in the league.

Don Nelson (Marciulionis’s first coach): My son Don-

nie played international basketball against

Part 1
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CHIC A GO BUL LY
Marciulionis

terrorized
opponents—even

the league’s
reigning dynasty—

with a surprising
blend of brute

strength and
finesse.



Sarunas, so he turned me on to the

international game.

D o nnie Ne l s o n (Don’s assistant coach): I

was playing for Athletes in Action.

It was a Christian basketball team,

a goodwill team that went all over

the world. We had gone behind the

Iron Curtain. At the time, Lithuania

was part of the Soviet Union. I think I

held Sarunas to about 40 points. After

the game the two teams went to din-

ner. There was somebody on their side

who spoke English. And after a guy

torches you, there’s a certain bond. So

through a third guy, we developed a

little relationship.

M a rciul ionis: We weren’t really able

to talk. You know, the language barrier. It was more like dog language.

Like how dogs can understand humans, but can’t speak. But I liked when

people were smiling and excited, paying attention. That part was very

attractive. [Donnie] was someone who was very positive toward me.

Donnie Nelson: Everyone knew who [Soviet center] Arvydas Sabonis was,

and there were some other potential players, but no one thought you

could ever get them out of the Soviet Union. So when I went over there,

it wasn’t with the idea of scouting.

Marciulionis: At that time there was no media coverage about the draft,

how it works. We had no idea [that Sabonis had been drafted by the

Hawks in 1986]. He didn’t know, either, what the draft was about. We

had the Iron Curtain, you know? So we had no information at all.

Donnie Nel son: A year or two later Athletes in

Action played the Soviet senior team in a three-

game series in America—in San Diego, in Sac-

ramento and at the Forum in L.A. Sarunas and

I recognized each other. And that trip is where

we started to talk seriously about the NBA.

Marciulionis: I remember this I-5, and all those

freeways on top of each other. It was very im-

pressive. We drove from San Diego to L.A. It

was like first love.

Donnie Nelson: It was right around Halloween.

[The Soviet players] just loved all these people

walking around with bags and masks. And

then we went to the Hard Rock Cafe, and we

introduced some of the locals to the Soviet team.

They had an absolute blast.

Marciulionis: Now, after how many years, I’m

still going back and spending winters in Solana

Beach and La Jolla. San Diego stuck in my brain.

It was a dream place.

Donnie Nelson: This was in 1987. There was some

talk among the [Soviet] team that “Hey, if we

end up winning the gold medal in ’88. . . .” The

rumor was that they would be given strong con-

sideration to let them go and play in the NBA. I

think [Soviet coach] Alexander Gomelsky was

telling the guys that, and he was one of the all-

time motivators. Nothing motivates a human

being more than freedom, I can tell you that.

Part 2

To read all of Parts 2 through 6 of Andrew Sharp’s oral history of international basketball, go to SI.com/NBA
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How It Works Now
Timofe y Mozgov (Nets center, Russia): The first

year, I didn’t speak great English. So

sometimes when they tried to give

me rookie duties, I’d act like I didn’t

speak English. I understood what

they wanted to me to do—“Hey hey,

bring those towels out.” But then I go,

“What? What?”

Dario Saric (left, 76ers forward, Croatia): That

commercial, that show, It’s Always

Sunny in Philadelphia. I think that’s

not true. The last couple of months, I

didn’t see the sun. I like Philly, but I’m

from a very sunny part of Croatia, so

the weather, it could be better.
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CHILL COMMUNICATION
Marciulionis and Nellie
surmounted a language
barrier that sometimes
served them both well.



How Dirk Changed
Everything
Don Nelson (Dirk Nowitzki’s first

coach): The things he was able

to do—dribble, pass, run,

rebound, play outside. We did

a whole bunch of things that

we probably shouldn’t have

done to keep him from going

to other teams and having

interviews. We tried to hide

him the best we could.

Donnie Nelson: Oh, I think

that’s my dad, just. . . .

There’s no way we could do

that. The reality is, you just

can’t [hide a player].

Marc Stein (NBA writer): I

remember writing something

about Dirk (left) in the days

leading up to the draft,

and then Nellie started

trying to throw me off the

scent. He told me that Dan

Gadzuric kicked Dirk’s ass in

a workout.

Part 3



Part 4

Marciulionis: We had to trust Gomelsky. And I

don’t think it was joke, but of course it wasn’t in

written form, either. Somehow if we were going

to win, always there was a kind of promise that

he was going to help us to leave.

After losing its opening game to Yugoslavia, the

Soviet Union won seven in a row, including an

82–76 semifinal victory over a team of U.S. col-

legians and a 76–63 win over Yugoslavia in the

gold medal game, in which Marciulionis led the

U.S.S.R. with 21 points.

Donnie Nelson: That’s when things really started

to ramp up. [Soviet leader Mikhail] Gorbachev

[indicated] that local republics would be given

more autonomy over their natural resources.

So what we did was take an industrial argu-

ment and apply it to human beings. We made

the case within Lithuania, “What’s more of a

natural resource than a guy who was born and

bred here? Sarunas is more Lithuanian than a

piece of grain.” That started to resonate. The

folks in Lithuania rallied around Sarunas.

Don Nel son: We actually went to the [Soviet

consulate] in San Francisco. There were a lot

of issues to work through.

Donnie Nelson: If you look at the Soviet Union’s

history, there were a lot of things that were

promised and then didn’t happen.

Kim Bohuny (NBA senior vice president, international bas-

ketball operations): The tricky part was, once they

were allowed to go, where are they gonna go?

And then you had [the Soviet sports committee]

involved in retaining money from professional

contracts. What would be their take?

Marciulionis: There was a [recruiting] rivalry

between Golden State and Atlanta. Because of

the Soviet relationship with [Hawks owner] Ted

Turner, [Moscow] wanted to send me and Volkov

to Atlanta. But somehow, it was my choice.

In June the 6' 5", 200-pound Marciulionis signed

a three-year, $3.9 million contract. He said he

got to keep “more than half,” but various reports

estimated the Soviets took as much as 75%. In

October he reported to his first training camp.

Marciulionis: California, I visualized this nice

vacation area. Palms trees, a beach. Then I got

to San Francisco and it’s, “No. No, you can’t

swim here.” How can it be so cold? You can’t

get in the water?
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How the Locker Room Helps
Marcin Gortat (Wizards center, Poland): If you’re a guy who likes

to be alone and spend time on his own, that’s not a good

sign. Because if there’s a team bonding party, you go to a

restaurant, you go to a club, or one of the players organizes

a party at his house to watch the boxing, the football game—

you just gotta go. You’re gonna get to know the guys, and

they’re gonna get to know you. You get to share your culture

with your teammates.

Kirstaps Porzingis (above, Knicks forward, Latvia): The first thing I had

to do was teach them how to pronounce Latvia. I’d get La-tivia

and La-tiva and all kinds of names. But eventually they learned

a lot about my country. A couple of the guys, including Kyle

O’Quinn, Sasha Vujajic and Kevin Seraphin, even came over.

Gortat: And then, it sounds crazy, but you gotta learn to

drink brown drinks. Unfortunately. You gotta learn to drink

whiskey, Hennessy, cognac—most of the brothers in the

league drink brown drinks. I’m not saying you gotta give

up [beers and vodka], but you gotta learn. If there’s a

brother that wants to share a drink with you and have a

conversation, you can’t just tell him, “Hey, I don’t drink that.”

That’s just how it is, people gotta understand.
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Bohuny: When the pioneers came over, they came

from Eastern Europe, where at that point they

just didn’t have a lot of material things.

Donnie Nel son: When you lived in the Soviet

Union, part of every day is just getting food. It’s

a daily grind. So when [Sarunas] came over here

and he and his wife walked into a supermarket

for the first time, it was really hard for them to

believe: the abundance, the selection, all the

goods and services we have in this country. . . .

Marciulionis: I’d been to the United States, so I’d

been to supermarkets. To say that I was, like,

crying, that’s probably a little bit too much. But

yes, it was very exciting to see such variety of

fruits and vegetables.

Donnie Nelson: I think I was more of a translator

in year one than an assistant coach.

Don Nel son: I didn’t speak Lithuanian or Rus-

sian. Donnie only knew about 100 words, so it

was frustrating for both sides.

Donnie Nelson: At that point Sarunas and I had

been through quite a bit together and there was

a trust factor. [But] rookies lose games. Rookies

make mistakes. That’s not exactly music to a

How the World
Has Changed
Bohuny: It’s building, building,

building. [Houston forward]

Luc Mbah a Moute learned

about [the NBA’s] Basketball

Without Borders in 2003. He

wasn’t even sure basketball

was going to be his sport, but

he comes, excels, gets [into]

college. Then we go and talk

to Luc: “Can you do a camp to

make sure we’re finding the

best young talent?” And then he finds Joel Embiid.

Serge Ibak a (above, Raptors forward, Congo): I go back almost every

summer to work in Africa. I wish I had the opportunities

that those kids have now.

Masai Ujiri (Raptors president, Nigeria): Now it’s actually kids trying

to get better. Because if you don’t, there’s another person

who’ll take it from you. You think you’re doing s--- in Brazil?

There’s another person in Europe doing the same thing. The

more competition there is, people work even harder.

Part 5
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someone who just came over to this country,

has the language barrier to deal with, and now

he’s dealing with the Einstein of basketball and

trying to keep up.

Donnie Nel son: I’m kinda glad that Sarunas’s

language wasn’t so good. I don’t think he knew

half the things my dad was yelling at him.

Marciulionis: Nellie wanted me to be better.

And there were some times when he was mak-

ing jokes, everybody’s laughing in the first six

rows, and I’m just running down the floor and

I know, “So, he made a joke about me.” But I

don’t understand, so I can’t be frustrated.

Don Nelson: I remember one time, he’d commit-

ted another one of my cardinal sins, and I saw

film of myself yelling at him. I made a change.

I said [to myself], “You know, you’re not doing

a good job here. You’re too negative.”

Marciulionis: In the middle of the second season

there was a big conversation. Nellie just said,

“Sarunas you’re not improving. I give you a

chance, but you’re not where I want you to be.

So help me help you.”

Don Nel son: Once I told him, “O.K., I’m gonna

change how I coach you,” he took off.

Mullin: I remember playing against the Bulls

one night. Sarunas was shooting a free throw,

and Scottie [Pippen] and Michael [Jordan] were

kind of arguing about who was going to guard

him. They were like, “Man, this guy’s crazy.

He’s gonna run me over, man. You take him.”

So he had developed a reputation. He was kind

of like a power forward playing two-guard.

After Lithuania secured its independence in 1991,

Marciulionis spearheaded the movement to bring

Lithuanian basketball to the ’92 Games. With

Donnie Nelson as an assistant, Lithuania beat

the Unified Team—a squad made up of players

from 12 of the 15 former Soviet Republics, in-

cluding Russia—in the bronze medal game, with

Marciulionis scoring 29 points.

Mullin: He basically put that whole basketball

program together by himself. You talk about

a guy like Lenny Wilkens as a player-coach—

that’s something you’ll never see again, right?

Well, Sarunas was basically player, coach, GM,

owner, marketing director. [He was] raising

money with the Grateful Dead, guys from Apple

were helping him, and he was doing all this

during the NBA season.

Wolff: I was talking to some shoe company rep

head coach’s ears a lot of times. So my dad, historically, has been fairly

hard on rookies. The most important thing is that Sarunas was treated

like an American rookie. No special treatment. And I think part of my

dad’s methodology was to actually be a little bit harder on Sarunas so

that the team would rally around him. And that did happen.

Mullin: Sarunas just kept plugging away and kept his head down.

Don Nelson: The players were in awe of what he was able to do, how strong

he was and how competitive he was. We hadn’t seen anything like him.

Mullin: Look, Nellie’s one of the greatest coaches of all time. Very in-

novative, very on the fly. Even for guys who’ve been around him, you

gotta be on your toes; he’ll change things quickly. So just imagine
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How the NBA
Changed
Nowit zki: When they changed the

rules—no more hand-checking, the

five-second backdown rule, they

allowed zone defense—all that

played into Europeans’ hands. We

know how to play, how to shoot,

how to move without the ball.

Giannis Ante tokounmpo (below, Bucks

forward, Greece): International players

are just basketball players. But

there’s a lot of good players

overseas. And they’re going to

keep coming over here.

Part 6
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just before the Olympics. He was kind of run-

ning Donnie down as being unpatriotic. And

I’m thinking to myself, This is such an amazing

story. It became a huge thing, and they got all

this publicity. And all I could think was, You’re

not doing your job, Mr. Shoe Company.

Mul l in: I remember Sarunas saying, “Chris,

are you free tonight? We’re having a little get-

together in this bar in the city.” We go there,

the Grateful Dead are there selling T-shirts,

and I’m like, “Well, this ain’t gonna work.”

Sure enough, there they are on the medal stand

with their Grateful Dead T-shirts. And I’m like,

“Holy s---, it did work.”

Marciulionis: Everybody was celebrating and

screaming. And I went to shower with my shoes

on, with my full uniform, just standing there

with one idea: It’s not that I won, but what if I

lost? I don’t know what I would do with myself.

Then, it was just happiness and tears.

Marciulionis returned to the NBA, but injuries

cut his career short. He had stints with three more

teams, playing his last game in 1996 at age 32. He

returned home to Lithuania,

where he manages several busi-

nesses and remains a hero to

the basketball-crazed nation.

In 2014, 25 years after his first

season in the NBA, Marciu-

lionis was inducted into the

Basketball Hall of Fame.

Marciulionis: There was a joke

once. Tony Parker’s father—

we were hanging out before a game in Slovenia. He said, “Sarunas,

you know how you could be a rich guy? You should go collect 2% from

all the players who went from Europe to the NBA.” I thought that was

pretty funny.

Donnie Nel son: When I first started in the league, old-school guys were

like, “Those guys over there they don’t understand, they don’t guard,

they won’t fit in. ” And then you had a wave of guys from the fallen Soviet

Union, that next group that came through—Marciulionis, Volkov, [Toni]

Kukoc; Sabonis came later—there was a period of time where those guys

built the bridge of success.

Mullin: To me, Sarunas was really the first guy who came over, established

himself. I think everyone else [in Europe] said, “Wow, we can do this.”

Don Nelson: And then, that kind of opened Pandora’s box. ±

WHAT A LONG, STRANGE TRIP IT WAS
Four years after representing the
U.S.S.R., Marciulionis was hawking
tie-dyed Dead gear for Lithuania.
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MISSOURI? WHEN Valencia Martin first heard, last March, that

her brother had been offered the head basketball job at the state’s

flagship university, she was hoping that he’d say no. Why not stay

at Cal? Or pursue the far less fraught post at Illinois? “There was

so much going on with Mizzou,” she says. “With all the racial ten-

sion, a lot of minority students were leaving. It really was a scary

place for me. I was just, like, Ugh.”

Missouri? With the school’s reputation and enrollment gutted

by several racial incidents and a football-team boycott in 2015, the

state at large had its own issues. Ferguson, after all, has become

shorthand for black resistance to abusive policing, riotous unrest

and splintering race relations since the August 2014 fatal shoot-

ing of black teenager Michael Brown. The coach’s brother, living

just two blocks away, heard those six gunshots fired by a white

patrolman. He saw Brown’s body lying untouched, for hours, in

the street, and saw the tanks and tear gas come rolling in.

“That wasn’t just an insult,” says Dale Martin. “That wasn’t

human. You don’t do that. I mean, we came out and saw the situ-

ation and it was, like, What is going on? That was bad. It was deep.

It changed everybody.”

The coach’s mother, raised in St. Louis, has talked to Michael

Brown’s parents, their nightmare supreme proof of why she has

long urged her two sons and seven grandsons to be ultrarespectful

if stopped by police. Even as her son settled into his new position

at Mizzou, black suspicion of state authority assumed a uniquely

hard cast. Last June the NAACP—citing both a new state law that,

critics say, makes it more difficult to sue for housing or employment

discrimination, and a state attorney general’s report stating that

black drivers are 75% more likely to be pulled over in Missouri

than whites—warned its constituency of a “looming danger,” and

issued its first-ever travel advisory for a specific state.

Then, last fall, St. Louis endured more than a month of daily

protests after another white police officer, Jason Stockley, was

acquitted in the 2011 shooting death of Anthony Lamar Smith. The

coach’s sister lives just over the Mississippi River, in Illinois. Her

son attends Lincoln University in Jefferson City, Mo., and every

mile of his two-hour, 20-minute drive home makes her nervous.

“Missouri, specifically,” says Valencia, an assistant principal at

East St. Louis High. “So many things are happening so rapidly—and

randomly—now, it just makes you very afraid. That’s a sad way to be.”

Yet Cuonzo Martin, 46, still left what his wife, Roberta, calls

“liberal, forward-thinking” Berkeley, where in three seasons he had

gone 62–39, and has embraced Columbia in spite of—and partly

because of—all that. The father of a teenage boy, he seethed over

Brown’s death. The son of crime-torn East St. Louis, Ill., he knows

the resentment stirred when cops deploy like an occupying force.

But even as Martin winces, he issues his thoughts with a rumbly

calm. He has beaten back serious illness, and his deal with God

included a pledge to view the world in a more Christian light.

But Martin also harbors this quiet notion that he was saved

from bullets and cancer for a greater reason.

That, maybe, he was marked to return home

and help bridge a great divide. When the Miz-

zou job beckoned, last spring, he and Roberta

talked about that.

“It scared me going back to the middle of the

country,” she says. “But we were, like, Somebody

has to go back and be an example. Somebody

has to be a mentor. Somebody has to be the one

others can look up to. So this became the next

step of our journey.”

We’re not a racist institution.

—David Steelman, chairman,

University of Missouri Board of Curators,

Dec. 13, 2017

It’s no doubt foolish to designate an entire

school, town or state inherently “racist,” just as

it is to declare one “progressive” or “good.” Race

has forever been America’s core problem, sea to

shining sea, the wound that never heals. Over time

it can scab over, even shrink, until a new crisis

erupts to reveal that same old ooze. Manzanar.

Selma. Boston. Charlottesville. So when people in

Missouri tell you that their racial conflicts are no

different from any other state’s, they have a point.

Indeed, seeing the love that has enveloped
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Cuonzo Martin since his arrival last spring, it’s

easy to buy the party line that the university’s

crises arose less from a singularly dark dynam-

ic than from administrative ineptitude. White

and black mix giddily at sold-out Mizzou Arena

these days, high on Martin’s top five recruiting

class and an 11–4 start, and it’s vital to note

that he’s no pioneer. The basketball team was

the first at Missouri to hire a black coach in a

major sport (Mike Anderson in 2006), and its

football team in ’13 was rightly celebrated as a

haven of tolerance for its embrace and protec-

tion of then closeted gay—and black—defensive

end Michael Sam.

But the state’s subsequent social and

legal tumult also suggests a deeper strain—

and caused an unprecedented backlash. In

November, Fodor’s, the travel-guide giant,

named Missouri one of its 10 places to avoid

in 2018, right between Myanmar and Honduras.

That followed the lead of the NAACP, whose

advisory was made with a totality never leveled

at the likes of, say, Jim Crow Mississippi. “Travel

with extreme CAUTION,” says the NAACP’s

warning. “Race, gender and color crimes have

a long history in Missouri.”

From its start as an up-for-grabs border state—

slaveholding, but not part of the Confederacy—

Missouri has been a distinctly volatile racial battle-

ground. In the century after the Civil War, even

as black urban populations boomed, so-called

Sundown Towns became common in the state’s

rural areas and some 60 African-Americans were

lynched, according to research done by the Equal

Justice Initiative. Missouri’s wound remains par-

ticularly raw, then, not necessarily because the state

is “more” racist. It’s because Missouri has been

historically primed to showcase, in the extreme,

every rough step in a nationwide struggle.

“We’re right in the middle of the country,” says

former law professor Michael Middleton, the

school’s interim president in 2015–16. “Missouri

represents every perspective. Everything surrounds

Missouri—and comes to a head

in Missouri. So it doesn’t shock

me that Missouri would be the

place where something like what

happened, happened.”

In September 2015, Payton

Head, the university’s Student

Association president, stated

that he had been subjected,

“multiple times,” to racial

slurs on the Columbia cam-

pus. Black students mobilized;

the administration’s response

proved tone-deaf. More slurs

were voiced. A swastika was

drawn with feces on a dormi-

tory wall. A grad student began

a hunger strike. Five days later,

black members of the football team—supported by coach Gary

Pinkel and many white players—announced that they would not

play their next game, against Brigham Young. Two days later,

Nov. 9, both president and chancellor resigned.

The knee-jerk response was predictable: Conservatives found the

administration weak-willed; liberals found it easy to believe the

school a hive of bigotry. The residual reaction was breathtaking.

Even with a nationwide decline in college attendance, freshman

enrollment at Columbia fell 36.5% from 2015 to ’17, amid a total

student body decline of 12.9% (to 30,870). Resultant budget cuts

of $100 million sparked nearly 500 layoffs. In 2017, Missouri State,
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traditionally the second choice for local high

school seniors, trailed Mizzou in in-state

freshman enrollment by just four students.

“It ’s coming back: Applications [for

2018–19] at last count were up 14 to 15%,”

Steelman says. “But there’s no question that

in terms of the perception both by rural

families who thought we were unsafe and

urban families who thought we might be

backward, the university took a hit.”

Especially within the African-Ameri-

can community. From 2015–16 to the next

academic year the percentage of incom-

ing black freshmen dropped at twice the

margin of whites—42% versus 21%. Cur-

rent black students find themselves regu-

larly quizzed on campus life by concerned

friends and family. “I kind of laugh at it,”

says 6' 7" junior forward Kevin Puryear,

whose freshman fall coincided with the ’15

meltdown. “I’ve never had a bad experience with racial issues.

“But after that incident, people have made it seem like this is

just a racist school, like nobody likes black people here—and a lot

have kind of shied away from going here. So I tell them: I love the

school, people are nice, I’ve had good encounters. What happened

at our school happens at a lot of other schools in the country. Ours

just happened to be televised and brought to light.”

It’s all relative, of course. Puryear knows that he might not

face the same rancor as an obscure black accounting major, and

Middleton—one of the first African-Americans at Mizzou law

school—agrees that the overall atmosphere has improved greatly

since he first walked the streets of Columbia as an undergrad in

1964. “I got called n----- every day,” he says.

Still, Middleton has never been satisfied with the pace of change

at Mizzou since the group he helped found, the Legion of Black

Collegians, issued a set of demands to the administration in 1969.

And a progression of incidents, like the racist graffiti on a black

girl’s door in Schurz Hall in the early ’90s (witnessed by Cuonzo

Martin’s longtime friend Ken Evans) to the cotton balls scattered

outside the Black Culture Center in 2010, maintained the university’s

spotty reputation among urban blacks. “Most people around here

had a negative impression,” says Evans, a 1994 Missouri graduate.

“Tell ’em you went to Mizzou, and they’re like, “Oh, yeah, we know

what you went through.”

Desperate to change the tone, in November 2015 the board

tapped Middleton. He spent more than $3 million commissioning

a “climate” survey and guiding the creation of an Inclusion, Diver-

sity and Equity division at each of the university’s four campuses.

New president Mun Choi, says Middleton, is not just “keeping all

infrastructure I put into place intact. He’s adding to it.”

Perhaps the most encouraging sign is the board’s $1.3 million

commitment—47 years later—to address the Legion’s primary de-

mand. “We need more diverse faculty,” Steelman says. “The role

that faculty plays—and I include coaches—as

role models is critical, and it’s critical that

there be more faculty of color. Cuonzo Martin

provides a very visible role model, and it’s

important that he’s African-American.”

H
E WASN’ T always tough. This may be hard

to believe for those who’ve known Mar-

tin only so long. It may be hard for his

coach and teammates in East St. Louis,

who watched him—against doctor’s orders—

gimp through the last two weeks of his Lincoln

High senior season on a blown-out left knee

and never ask for a breather. It may be hard

for former Purdue coach Gene Keady, old-

fashioned as scrap iron, who calls Martin the

best leader he ever had in his 56-year career

and “the most mental-tough player I’ve ever

coached. I love him because of how he’s hung

in there and fought through hardships.”

It may be hard too, for the Tigers who found

themselves adjusting to—or, in the case of one

prominent 2017 recruit, quickly fleeing—Mar-

tin’s slow burn, which can blow blast-furnace

hot in an instant. “Get off the floor!” he’ll yell

at the player of moment, and it’s almost always

for effort breakdowns—slow feet on defense,

a halfhearted stab at a rebound, a wariness

to brave the clutch of bodies in the paint.

“Scared to guard,” he’ll sneer. “You’ve got to

come hard! S---. Get open!” Until finally, all

in a disgusted rush: “Get off the f-----’ floor!”

Such treatment was actually part of five-star
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forward Michael Porter Jr.’s calculation as a

projected one-and-done; he wanted a handy

answer to NBA GMs who doubt his durability

and steel. “I heard people say, ‘If you can play for

Coach Cuonzo, when you get to the league they

don’t even question your toughness,’ ” Porter

says. “And I wanted to be pushed.”

How could any of them know? Growing up,

Martin was too tall and too skilled a

player to be seen as a pushover, but

he didn’t exactly project hard. For

one thing, as late as eighth grade he

had a habit of sucking his thumb;

for another, the fear of suspension—

of losing basketball—left Cuonzo

skittish at the first sign of trouble.

So it wasn’t too big a shock when

Dale heard that his little brother

was crying in the Hughes-Quinn

Junior High boys’ room. “I’m tired of

this, Big!” he said, when Dale found

him sobbing.

Cuonzo told him that a janitor had

been bullying him, so Dale, a ninth-

grader with the frame of a running

back and a hard-earned dislike for

male authority, confronted the man.

The janitor took a swing. “I beat him

something terrible,” Dale says. “Split

his head wide-open.”

The oldest of four, Dale took it as

his mission to protect his mom from

abusive men, his brother from drug

dealers, their little sisters from pred-

ators. The streets and lots of East St. Louis, the

hollowed-out hulk across the Mississippi River

from its bigger, more respectable namesake,

didn’t abide weakness. So Dale was schooling

Cuonzo, be it in the bedroom hoop games, all

balled-up socks and air dribbles that left the

drywall pocked by stray elbows, or in play-

ground runs where you never called a foul and

made sure to dunk, hard.

“You’ve got to be tougher than that, Zo,” Dale

harped, and after he took care of the janitor,

the message finally stuck. “That was the start

of me coming out of my shell, taking that next

step,” Cuonzo says.

Life in the Hole did the rest. That nickname

stuck to the Norman E. Owens projects because of its sunken en-

tryways, but all agreed with—even took pride in—what it implied:

bottom of the bottom, Section 8 housing, poor families living hard

by the violent and afflicted. Yet for Sandra Jean Martin, raising

four kids in her early 20s, the Hole felt like a step up from the

previous high-rise horror. And despite working two jobs—early-

morning maid at the Mayfair Hotel, afternoons behind the bar at

the Celebrity Room—she insisted her children were “greatness,”

taught them to pray and laugh, handed her tip money

to anyone in need.

“We were all neighbors,” Sandra says. “Days when I

didn’t have things to eat, us and my next-door neighbor—

we came together; I had the potato, and she had the

neck bones. She had three babies, and I had my four,

and we helped each other. There were good people. It’s

just that some were broken more than others.”

Her home had fissures too. Dale’s father was a convict,

and Cuonzo and Valencia’s—Pete Cuonzo Whittier, with

his new family across the river—kept a cordial distance.

Dale was 13 when Sandra’s long-time boyfriend black-

ened her eye and burned him with cigarettes; Dale

leveled a gun at him, but the trigger jammed. Cuonzo,

two years younger, loathed how that man abused their

mom, tried shielding her, yet often felt great kindness

from him. It was confusing. Many Sundays, Sandra

would dress them nice and they’d cross the river on the

Bi-State bus—three changes—to tour open houses in

the white, rich St. Louis suburbs of Kirkwood or Creve

Coeur. The family literally had no business being there,

but the four kids didn’t know. They’d dodge past serious

buyers, sprawl across the soft beds. “You can have this,”

Sandra would whisper, “but you have to work hard.”

It wasn’t easy to imagine. In junior high too, Cuonzo

had a run-in with a gang leader who swiped his sun-

glasses. Cuonzo dared to ask for them back, and within seconds he

and his buddies were racing low across a field as bullets whizzed

overhead. There was a day he passed a body in the street, another

shot dead in a car. “You have to leave here,” Sandra kept saying. All

of them—even Jamikka, the niece Sandra took in at two—promised.

So that was the plan: Dale would be an athlete or entrepreneur,

Valencia and Jamikka would go to college, Cuonzo would rise

through basketball. And for a time it worked: Dale went off to

Kentucky State. Cuonzo, a 6' 5" shooting guard, won two state

titles at Lincoln High, was named St. Louis player of the year for

his senior heroics, earned a full scholarship. In 1991 he arrived

at Purdue with NBA dreams—but the knees of an 80-year-old.

When Keady’s trainer told him that all the wear-and-tear and two

surgeries had ravaged Martin’s cartilage—“Bone on bone!” Keady

recalled—the coach was furious. Cuonzo averaged 5.8 points and
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20.8 minutes a game in his freshman year, and during the

season-ending loss to Florida in the NIT, Keady recalls,

“I was asking myself, ‘Why the hell did we recruit this

guy?’ He couldn’t guard anybody, couldn’t get around.

But he worked on his legs with weights, running stairs.

And it turned overnight.”

Not quite. Martin became productive enough as a

sophomore, but knew that his 0-for-7 career mark from

beyond the arc wasn’t going to cut it. He shot and practiced

relentlessly, ignoring the pain, because what choice did he

have? What with training-table meals and school-issued

gear, he had pocket change for the first time. Each year

he sent whatever he could, including $2,000 of his Pell

Grant check of $2,300, back home. He was the family rock.

“I couldn’t afford to give up,” Cuonzo says. “At Purdue,

I played because I had to eat. It wasn’t as if, when I went

back to East St. Louis, we had Fortune 500 companies

I could go work for. I had to make it work.”

O
VERNIGHT, THE plan began to fray. Valencia, two years

younger, learned she was pregnant during her freshman

year at Southern Illinois. When Cuonzo confronted her

that Christmas, he was so outraged he could only ask, “Is

it true?” before bolting the house. She kept the baby, vowed to

finish her degree in four years. Cuonzo, skeptical, kept his dis-

tance and kept working, a star turned defensive stopper turned

deadly beyond the arc. He hit 88 threes as a junior—including

a Purdue-record eight in a Sweet 16 win—then 92 as a senior.

His school record of 127 straight games stood, bad knees and

all, for 16 years.

Cuonzo left Purdue in 1995, short of graduating, but he was

drafted by the Hawks in the second round that June. So no one

was more delighted when, a year later, Valencia became the Martin

clan’s first college grad. “I had to do something to redeem myself,”

she says. Cuonzo had just finished a rocky rookie pro season, much

of it spent with the Grand Rapids team in the Continental Bas-

ketball Association. And the plan was taking another devastating

hit. “It’s a bad story,” Dale says.

Indeed, Dale admits that he was up to no good when, in July 1995,

he flew into Kentucky, drove to Cincinnati, paid a pair of gunmen

from Texas $1,000 apiece for security and tried to sell $80,000

worth of cocaine. But according to Dale, the deal never happened;

he’d been set up for ambush at a nightclub. “We pull up, another

car pulls up, and they jump out with guns,” Dale says. “Then our

guys jump out with guns and everybody starts shooting.”

After one of the other crew, Eric Pugh, was wounded in the

crossfire, Dale and his men peeled off in his Acura in a blind

panic, loose for 90 minutes until the police caught up with them.

Dale claims innocence on the specific charges for which he would

be imprisoned—aggravated robbery with a firearm, robbery and

two counts of felonious assault with a firearm, one involving a

Cincinnati-area police officer—but, he adds, it doesn’t matter.

Considering all the other crimes he had committed, the arrest

represented justice. “Like, karma,” Dale says.

His mother was hardly so resigned. For the

trial in the summer of 1996, Sandra took the

overnight Greyhound to Cincinnati, sat in a

grimy depot until the courtroom opened at

8 a.m. and waited for her oldest to arrive in

shackles. No one had ever seen her so broken;

the family scraped together $30,000 for an

attorney, but soon that was gone. Meanwhile

Cuonzo, after catching on with the Vancouver

Grizzlies at the tail end of the ’95–96 season,

was offered a spot on the summer-league

roster—his last, golden chance to impress.

“I just couldn’t do it,” Martin says. “My

brother’s situation was going on, at court, and

mentally I wasn’t in a good place to go play. I

turned down a great opportunity, because I felt

there was a need to be around and give support.”

Then came Dale’s sentence: 21 to 55 years.

Sandra’s scream tore through the courtroom.

For the first seven years he was gone, she wept

nightly. Cuonzo hated his brother, his protec-

tor, for that, and alone he’d cry his own tears

of rage and fear.

“I had to be strong for everybody else,”

Cuonzo says. “I’ve always been a guy, for good

or bad, who tries to block stuff out of my head

like it never existed. That was the only way to

keep moving. But it hit a lot when we’d visit

him, just to walk into a prison: a tough, tough

thing. It makes your body cold. Similar to walk-

ing into a hospital, and seeing somebody in

their last days.”
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F
EW KNOW BE T TER. WITH HIS American pro ca-

reer highlighted by seven NBA games and

an All-Star season for Grand Rapids, at

26, Martin signed with a team in Avel-

lino, Italy. For a while he led Felize Scandone in

scoring. But by November 1997 he had dropped

30 pounds, found himself exhausted and un-

able to swallow, inexplicably storing bites in

his cheeks and spitting into a napkin. After

he passed out during a practice, team doc-

tors examined him. The owner’s wife insisted

that he fly back to the States for a full workup.

The next day, he and Roberta and their four-

month old, Joshua, endured the draining, three-

stop trek to their Indianapolis home. Cuonzo

made it just inside the front door before collaps-

ing, fighting to breathe; it was nearly 2 a.m. He

couldn’t block this one out. “We need to get to a

hospital,” Cuonzo said. After X-rays and blood

work revealed a fist-sized mass in his chest, a

doctor Martin would never see again entered

the room. Roberta was there, holding their son.

“I don’t know if you’re going to die,” the doc-

tor said. “But this is life-threatening.”

A biopsy confirmed a malignancy, non-

Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Martin’s oncologist, a

basketball fan named Andrew Greenspan, put

it bluntly: “Your chances are like Shaquille

O’Neal shooting free throws.” The season before, Shaq had shot

48.4% from the line. And chemotherapy was, of course, brutal:

four-plus months of vomit, exhaustion, weight loss, dissolving hair.

Cuonzo liked to think he was East St. Louis tough, fighting it,

but in truth he felt most like a punching bag. More than once he

gave up, assumed that he’d die soon. He prayed, hard and often:

Please just let me see Josh turn 18. Please.

The cancer slipped into remission in 1998. Keady offered a spot

on his staff once Martin completed his degree, so he joined the

West Lafayette (Ind.) High staff for a season, earned his bach-

elor’s in the summer of 2000, then rose over the next eight years

to associate head coach of the Boilermakers. Even today Cuonzo

can’t say cancer without pausing, his voice thick. But the lessons

learned were the same he’d picked up in the Hole: Keep pushing.

Tamp down rage, fear, hope, because what’s the point? But always

push: Maybe you’ll stumble onto some good.

That began in 2007. An early appeal had reduced Dale’s sentence

to 12-to-40, but in November, without warning or explanation, he

found himself released. After promising Sandra that he’d never

make her cry again, Dale published a novel based loosely on his

life, opened some barbershops in East St. Louis. Then, in 2008,

Cuonzo landed his first head coaching spot at Missouri State; he

won 24 games in his second season and 26 in his third—good

enough to land an offer from the brass-ring program at Tennessee.

The bad didn’t disappear. In 2010, one of Dale’s twin girls, T’Neil

Martin, died at 17 from a brain aneurysm at her home in Lexington,

Ky. Cuonzo’s three-year stint in Knoxville included a 2014 run to

the NCAA Sweet 16, but not before the fans’ love for disgraced

former coach Bruce Pearl resulted in nearly 40,000 signatures

in an on-line petition calling for Martin’s removal. Those close to

him wonder if race was a factor, considering the black coach with

no hint of scandal was found wanting next to a white man with

more baggage than an overbooked overhead.

“Here we’re trying to win and you have a fan base—and not all

of them—going against you,” Cuonzo says. “So I was thinking,

I really don’t want to win this game for them. Let’s win because of

who we are. This is what I go always go back to: Whoever’s against

me didn’t grow up in that house with me, and they won’t be put

in a casket with me. So it doesn’t really matter what they think.”

But that did make it easy for him to leave in the fall of 2014,

when Cal made him an offer. Berkeley is about as far, culturally,

as one can travel from SEC-mad Knoxville, and that—as well as

his $1.64 million salary—made for another welcome change.

Martin and Roberta arranged for some three dozen siblings,

aunts, spouses and grandchildren to travel to Lake Tahoe. Come

Dec. 24, they all gathered at Cuonzo and Roberta’s place. It was

the first time in a decade that they’d all been together, and the

first time in circumstances that looked and felt like the cushy open

houses that Sandra had exposed them to as kids.

Yes, they had come far: Valencia with four degrees now, and work-

ing toward a Ph.D.; Jamikka with a master’s in special education,

settled in teaching; Dale past the dark time after his daughter’s

death, running a new shop and remaining true to his word; Sandra
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SQUAD GOALS
Dale, who displays his brother’s successes
in his barber shop, joins (from left) half-
sister Ebony Whittier, Sandra, Valencia
and Jamikka in supporting Cuonzo.
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in her 15th year with American Airlines, processing passengers

at the St. Louis airport. So they went around the room and, one

by one, spoke of their blessings and gratitude. Cuonzo went last.

Before his first word, he started crying. Everyone but Roberta

was stunned. Cuonzo was always so . . . contained. But now he

took them back 17-plus years, when Sandra was still haunted by

Dale’s prison sentence and Cuonzo first told her of his diagnosis.

“It hurt me to tell Momma that I had cancer,” Cuonzo told the

room, “because I thought I let her down.”

Then he spoke of growing up and wearing the same clothes every

day because there was no money, and how for a time buying pricey

duds meant the world, but now he’s back to rewearing the same

pants. Because he’d learned that the only things that matter are

family and faith. Because he’d made that promise to God to serve

Him and do right every day, if only he could see his boy turn 18.

And suddenly, it hit them: Joshua’s 18th birthday was just nine

months away—and their Cuonzo was going to make it. They stared

while father and son glanced at each other, nodding, and then the

whole family cried some more and hugged and agreed that you

couldn’t ask for a better Christmas Eve.

I
T TOOK just nine days for Missouri athletic director Jim Sterk’s

hiring of Martin to pay off big. Even those locked into the

truth that, unlike in football, basketball fortunes can be

transformed by one key figure rarely have seen it displayed

so nakedly. But the most interesting fact, among many, in the

ensuing clatter of dominos may be that—despite an ego-boosting

seven-year, $21 million contract—Martin knew that he wasn’t

the key piece, and was savvy enough to step back and let the

other moves fall into place.

Because the hinge figure, last March 15, for Missouri—and any

hoops program trying to land the nation’s No. 1 prospect, Michael

Porter Jr.—was Michael Porter Sr. The same day Martin was hired,

Washington fired coach Lorenzo Romar. His staff, which included

first-year assistant Porter Sr., was not retained; a week later the

Huskies released the 6' 10" small forward from his commitment.

The Porter family is famously close, and everyone in Hoopsland

knew that not only Michael Jr., but also his five-star younger

brother, Jontay, would follow Dad.

Indeed, Missouri had tried to hire Porter Sr. as an assistant the

previous year. Despite his inexperience coaching Division I, no fit

was more perfect. Porter had been assistant to his sister-in-law, Miz-

zou’s women’s coach Robin Pingeton, from 2010–11 through ’15–16,

and his two daughters, forwards Bri and Cierra, still played for the

Tigers. Michael Jr. grew up a star in Columbia, where he played

his first three years at Father Tolton Regional Catholic High and

got his first taste of college ball as a fan in frenzied Mizzou Arena.

Going to Missouri meant coming home. Rarely, in the history of col-

lege sports, had cold calculation lined up so neatly with sentiment.

Until his hiring last spring, Martin had only briefly met Porter Sr.

But Pingeton had already informed Sterk that the Porters would

love to return to Columbia, so—even before Washington released

Michael Jr. from his commitment—Martin wasted little time get-

ting to know Michael Sr. better. “We never

even talked about Mike [Jr.],” Martin says. “So

I guess that part was understood. There was

never one conversation where it was said, ‘If

we offer you the job, will Mike come?’ ” Asked

if he thinks Michael Jr. would’ve gone to a dif-

ferent school than his dad, Martin says, “No,

I don’t think so. I think wherever his dad was

going, he was going. Close family.”

On March 22, Porter Sr. signed a three-year

contract with Mizzou and became Martin’s

first announced hire; on March 24, Porter Jr.

tweeted his intention to play in Columbia. The

coup was so big, basketballwise, that most

overlooked the image-burnishing bonus: A

mixed-race family, one intimately familiar

with the campus and able to go anywhere, was

eager to get back to Missouri. “I just want to

do everything I can to help restore Mizzou’s

atmosphere,” Porter Jr. said before the season.

“I know some stuff went on here, but I’m not

really too concerned about enrollment. I do

want to help the basketball program and the

school kind of . . . shine.”

With that lever pulled, the Missouri recruit-

ing line began to thrum. Much of Martin’s early

rep arose from his ability to lure talent—Josh

Richardson at Tennessee, Jaylen Brown at

Cal—but what became striking is how little,

relatively, he had to do this time. Because
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Porter Jr., the best recruit in Mizzou history,

didn’t just affirm the program as a blue-chip

destination; he campaigned to make it so.

First task: Aided by a phone assist from dad,

Porter Jr. persuaded top 25 point guard Blake

Harris, a fellow former-commit to Washington

who’d had zero interest in Missouri, to visit

Columbia—then escorted him on a hyped-up

tour of the campus that sealed the deal. Those

two then got five-star 6' 10" forward Jeremiah

Tilmon of East St. Louis High to join them.

Jontay’s choice to commit to Mizzou, too,

was an apparent lock, but it was Michael Jr.’s

presence—and projected departure after one

season—that led him to reclassify and leave

high school a year early. That way, the thought

went, they could have at least one college sea-

son together. Who figured it would last two

minutes? That’s how long Michael Jr. played

in the home opener before exiting the game

with hip pain that, subsequently, became a

back injury requiring surgery and three-plus

months of recovery. The family—and Mizzou

basketball—plan for this season seemed done.

Yet in a twisted sense, the injury did Sterk

and Missouri a favor: It allowed a clearer pic-

ture of why they hired Martin to begin with.

The coach’s low-key response to that setback

and to Tilmon’s June citation for possession

of alcohol by a minor (“A young man or lady

should be allowed to make a mistake,” Mar-

tin says of his decision to suspend him from

the team for a week) proved early indicators

of his reaction to crisis. And while Porter’s

maneuverings seemed to indicate a player-

coddling, AAU-style operation, that sense was

soon overwhelmed by Martin’s blunt authority.

Last Friday—two days after Mizzou’s first

conference road win in four years at South

Carolina—Harris announced his intention

to transfer. Porter’s absence didn’t help, but

Martin’s tight rein on both minutes and de-

meanor proved decisive. “Understand: It’s

not about Blake,” Martin snapped at Harris

in the locker room after Mizzou’s comeback

win over St. John’s on Nov. 24, “It’s about us.

Winning.” Now carrying just two scholarship

point guards, the next day the Tigers lost—after a slack pass by new

starter Jordan Geist—in the final second to Florida. Harris might

have noticed. But for now, there’s no doubt whose word holds the

most sway in Columbia. “Cuonzo’s really become a role model for

not just basketball and other sports programs,” Steelman says. “He’s

been good for the entire university.”

On one level, Steelman is referring to cliché sports lessons—

overcoming adversity, the rewards of hard work and unity—not

to mention the fun of surpassing last year’s win total (eight) by

mid-December. But he’s aware of the optics, in a state with so

many recent bad ones, of a black man taking charge. And his role

model isn’t just proud of bringing East St. Louis values to Colum-

bia; Martin intends to ramp up his efforts to give back. Together

with a dozen high school buddies and Dale, in 2015 he created a

charitable group for his hometown, Bonded Together,

that is dedicated to providing homes for single mothers,

giving scholarships and refurbishing basketball courts.

The initiative is still in the early stages; so far Bonded

has given out 20 $1,000 grants to East St. Louis students,

and it plans to rebuild its first court at Lincoln Park

this summer. But it’s no accident that its focus falls on the three

elements that gave Martin a way out. He still considers himself

“part of their struggle.”

Even more, Martin is sure that he owes it to family and friends—

those living and those lost—to speak out. The next time there’s a

protest on campus or in St. Louis, he won’t hesitate. Stop dwell-

ing on the protest, Martin will say. Understand why so many are

kneeling, marching and screaming in the first place. “People who

don’t know say, ‘How did we get to this point the last three or four

years?’ Well, it hasn’t been three or four years,” he says.

“Have we made progress? Yes. But if we’re a part of this country—

and we’re all a part of it—we all should have equal rights. I go back

to the youth: We don’t teach them to see color. We teach them to

see people, humanity. Raise ’em like that, we have a chance to be

a beautiful place in the next 20, 30 years. But right now we have

a lot of work to do.

“With sports, I’ve heard someone say, ‘Why do they have to pro-

test like that?’ Well, in the project house I was saying it for years.

You didn’t hear me in the Hole. I was saying it—but if I don’t have

financial wealth or a level of status, then I don’t have a voice—so

nobody was listening.” Martin pauses. “Well, now you’re listening.”

Just by winning, of course, Martin could go far in addressing the

school’s immediate pain: Nothing gooses enrollment like a deep

run into March. But some, like Middleton, believe that Mizzou’s

best way forward is to embrace its unique position in the debate

and become the national model for addressing our forever war over

race, protest and power. “It’s time for this university to take the

lead,” Middleton says. “Let’s study this and do something to get

us beyond where we are. Middle of the country. This is the place.”

Missouri? The coach couldn’t agree more.

“Let’s be the forefront,” Martin says. “I came back at a beauti-

ful time, because I’m going to be part of the change. You can’t be

afraid of change.” ±
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I

the flag. I prayed. I sang. But I also

acknowledged the protests and

recent events around the country

and in Charlotte. (That very week a

black man had been fatally shot by

a police officer in the city.) During

the anthem, I held up my right

hand with my index finger pointing

toward the sky. I didn’t realize it,

but I was the only guy on the team

to make any sort of gesture. There

was nothing organized; I didn’t

discuss it with anyone. It was just in

my heart that day to thank God for

the opportunity and to reflect on the

excitement that had built up inside

me. Asked about it after the game, I

had a two-word answer.

“One love,” quoting the

late Bob Marley. My

point: It was a time in the

country where I believed

we needed unity, where

we all needed to come

together. I am an African-

American man. I was also

raised by a single white

mother. I was taught the

importance of love and

respect for all people

equally.

I walked into the

facility and, as I expected,

was told that my contract

was being terminated. I

questioned the motives immediately.

I had put in a lot of work for the

organization, and now I was being

abruptly released? “Why? What did I

do?” I asked. I didn’t get much of an

answer.

I had to ask: “Am I getting released

by Big Cat?” referring to our owner,

Jerry Richardson.

“Oh, no, no, no,” I was told.

I had my doubts. I knew

Richardson didn’t want players

following Colin Kaepernick’s lead

and protesting. I knew he didn’t want

players wearing dreadlocks, which I

did. But what could I do? On my level,

you don’t challenge the Boss Man.

I finished out the season with

the 49ers, appearing in five games.

I spent 2017 with the Canadian

Football League’s Toronto Argonauts

and have anchored two Grey Cups in

my three CFL seasons.

Suspicions about my release from

the Panthers came roaring back last

month when I read the allegations

against Richardson. The Sports

Illustrated story mentioned an

African-American scout who left the

team after the owner used a racial

slur. I know I’m not the only one

saying, “Told you so.”

I know people were

upset when Cam Newton

seemed to defend Jerry

Richardson. That didn’t

upset me. I’m good

friends with Cam. I don’t

judge him. But you know

what does upset me?

Jerry Richardson hasn’t

said a word. He hasn’t

apologized. He hasn’t had

to address anyone. The

players are left to answer

for men with suits and

ties on. I have the world

of respect and love for the

coaches and especially the

players. The guys in the locker room

stick with you for the rest of your life.

We know that even if Richardson

sells the team, the NFL investigation

continues. Which it should. A lot of

people have questions. I do too. I feel

like I was screwed out of a job and

my lifelong dream, because . . . why?

The owner doesn’t want a black player

raising a finger? Is that fair?

I’ve thought about that every day.

Would I do it again? The answer is yes.

One people, one love, one unity. Peace.

I stand for that now, more than ever. ±
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didn’t think much of it. It

was the last Tuesday in

September 2016. Two days before

that—and after more than a year on

the practice squad—I had dressed for

my first game for the Panthers. We

lost to the Vikings at home. But I was

thrilled to be on the active roster.

The missed call came from

Panthers headquarters, which wasn’t

unusual. I knew so many people

there—teammates and coaches, but

also regular folks in the offices. There

was no voice mail, but then I got a

text. I was summoned to the office

and told to bring my playbook.

Football is a business. We all know

that, especially guys on the practice

squad. But this seemed strange. I had

just dressed for my first game. And

I hadn’t done anything that anyone

would consider wrong. At least not

during the game.

Before kickoff I stood during

the national anthem. I honored
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